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Itrictl
The purpose of ibis

OILAFTER cerz

INTRODUCTION

lore e determinants of

service in the armed forces during the Vietnam era. A conceptual

framework incorporating a, host of enl#ronmtnt4i socioeconomic,-and

institutional factors is developed. Then a.nuMber of hypotheses

derived from this framework are anpirically tested. The hypotheses
7-1

are tested in a majltivariate framewor)( using a nattonal sample which

is an accurate representatidb of the population of young m

provide the military manpower during the Vietna era,

the Vietnam War and the young men who staffed the armed fo=es

during this conflict have aroused public debate and turmoil unlike

few sues of modern tithes. The policy decisions of the U.S.

dr%

Government and its agencies (DOD, Selective Service, etc.) were at

the center of the controversy. Of special concern the Selective

Service draft policy. The draft the cornerstone of defense

manpower policy because it made military service compulsory or

induced enlistment for some young men while exempting and deferring

others. Since much of the bitternesS surrounding the war has sub-

sided, the Vietnam era A_litaitr recruitment process can be reviewed

objectively. Special attention must be paid to the equity issue,



for he government asked some of this era' to poitpone

ciVilian life plans As well as ito jeopardize their life and health.

men of thy- Vietnam era were born and reacted maturity

ing a period oharacteried by international criSis (WW II; Korea

Berlin, Cuba). The draft was seen as

for it permitted able young men to/be

in lent of an

played

la

a major

a necessary policy variable,

drawn quickly into service

_ergency. During this period "national security"
4

role' in shaping defense manpower policy. In addition,

med forces human re urce procurement policy also responded.to

changing attitudes thowards four major issues: costs; compulAion;
S

equity; and the impact of military manpower policy on nonmilitary

social goals;
1

e.g., education, agriculture, d the elimination

of poverty. Given this broad range of issues it is not surprising

that defer e manpower policies have been ehe object of recurring

Congressional and public debates.

Throughout the 1950's the-ukty iswe seldom received Ablic

review. Nearly everyone served. At that time the a lied fOrces

required approximately 70 pe ;cent of the nation's young men to m

its manpower needs. However, in the early 1960's as the first

m
of the baby boom children reached maturity, a manpower surplus

egan to appear. This abundance of manpower created serious problel11_\

e

1
Gerhart (1971, D. xiv).

Davis and Dolbeare (1968 130).



in the choice of who wan to serve. -During this period of relative

peace,. the Selective,Service took on a !few function or purpose. It

deferred men in order that they might train and study Ahd in .this
'11

way'serve the national interest. Policies such as the Se7tive

Service student, ,hardship' grid 96CupationAl deferments in covert

with increasingly rigoroas armed forces minimum health and mental

@be

ability standards reduced the 1-A (available for servigee) pool..

The equitY'ofIthe draft became a bitterly debated national

issue as ft calls increased in response to the escalatihirVietnam

War and as the number of reported weekly casualties reached one

hundred.
3 The Selective Service and its-draft classification sys

came under attack bedause the draft classification criteria were

felt to exclude systematically upper class youth to the detriment

the middle and lower social classes. College 'deferments were seen

d
b4 mares as the principal means to this end.

The equity issue continually 'confronts students of hum n resource

policy. The role and importance of equity in shaping policy .decisions

is not clear. Nevertheless, equity as a policy priority takes.on

distinctive significance' when society demands that'a small segment

of the population risk injury and death. Rescher, in Distr'but

Justice , places the equity question within the context of "justice".

seem (1973, pp. 99-113).

Rescher (1966, pp. 73-85).



aeaI

e in ur i e t. s laity

re of goals _(e.13 equality, need, effokt the

con good). During the Vietnam era, due to .manpower surplua00,,
r

c5r makers had to achieve a harmony between equality in th

recruitment process and national security (the common good)

Equality in a conscription system implies an equal likelihood

of serving Among young men of the relevant age. awever, equality

is not monolithic, and the dimeniaions along which equity'Was

measured became key aspects of national attention. In our -society,

race and social class are imp o t petspectives from which to j

equity. DO individuals of different races and social classes face

the "risk" and have the opportunity to. enjoy the benefits equally?

The student and occupational deferments which were introduced to

serve the "common good" were thought by some to deStroy equity along

the dimension of social class. An objectiv of this tudy is to

address aspects of ex -antes equity. Since the draft often includes
6

'

the enlistment decision, an important question concerning the equity

5Ex -ante equity deals with tb equal probability (or risk) of

service. This study does riot deal with aspects of ex-post equity or
fairness in respect to coridietions of service. Candby (1972, p. 22).

6
,A 1970 Defense Department study estimated that 50 percent of

all Army and Air Force volunteers were "reluctant volunteers"
(Helmer 1973, p. 3) . Clearly, over the history of the Vietnam
conflict the proportion of reluctant volunteers varied.

I



of the draft 10 not just

question of who served.7

The Preset + Stun

-afted b Atha: the larger

The Objectives: Three Questions t

The presentltstudy represents an attempt to explore in a eOMPre-'
e-

hensivt manner themilitary recruitment process of the Vietnam era.'

This paper deals with three--41sted questions: ,fir t, who served,

secondly, who was drafted and-finally, who chope to enlist during

the Vietnam conflict. The 'exploration of all three questions is

the most comprehensive manner of examining the military recruitment

process. The use of thig framework enables investigation of the

multiple facets of the equity issue. .In addition it is possible;

to assess same of the impact of mill. ary manpower policies during

the Vietnam era.

A conceptual framework is developed which takes into acco

a host of sociological, institutional and economic factors. ra ous

research which has studied enlistment focused upon economic variables.

The enlistment model in the present study enables one to assess the

pact of these factors in a new way.'inaliy all three models are

tested using a multivariate technique which enables the evaluatidt

of the net impact of each of a net of independent explanatory factors.

enthe-likelihoods of enlistment, being drafted and serving.

7,An aspect, of equity not dealt with in this study is how the
draft" altered the plans and behavior of these who did not serve.

1 2
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The'study of enlistment is of special policy concern because

currently the armed forces rely upon volunteers to meet their

power needs. Pr-vious research efforts using different methddolog es

have came to opposite,conclusions concerning the impact of econ ni

factors, such as military-civilian earnings differentials, on enlist-

,.

went. This study will help, resolve some of the confli-ts anti

questions s_ idIng the impact of earnings on enlistment. Finally,

even though enlistment i.s voluntary, there are equity dimens ons to

be qxplor d because the raft motivated many enlistments.

Conscription is s tiect governmental intervention in a young

-man's li It :tcru ion in early stages ofcareer

development. In niti a draftee generally entered the Army and

faced a -..neater l lip o c)f infantry and combat duty, which in

ic _

turn leU to a greater --Mobility of injury or Ueath.- Hence,

question of who WhT hay a un ique equity aspect. Fu _ermore,.

past research hao. not t xv lc :ieterminant::; of being (lra in

a multivariate oonte,..t.

The aue stic-

a COMp r

ha rven is interesting because it represents

reruitment,process. In addition

economic variable: aro nolu i in this mo'Lel. The --)r_.,,,nce of

economic variably'.

8-In io)67

through in iuctian.

inThIctees went. tfl

hel ts the impa_

rink and the Navy met rmanpower demands
in this year the large majdrity of

'ql, 277).
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the civilian wage under difficult circumstances; e.g., a war

situation with draftees included in the model.

This Study as a Contribution to the Literature

This study contributes to the existing literature in several

ways. First, it examines the impact of civilian earnings and

employmet in a manner which overcomes ma the weaknesses in the

current literature. Set_7ond, this study first to employ

multivariate analysis in examining the factors associated with

conscription; Third, the sample used in this study i ,an accurate

representation of the population of male youth who were chosen to

serve. Fourth, separate Analysis by race is conducted. The majority

of past research used exclusively white samples or made no racial

distinction. Fifth, the study relies on pre - service -haracteristics

measured at the time of draft eligibility and, in this way, insures

the correct temporal sequence. Sixth, analysis conducted using

both logit and Multiple Classification Analysis. The results of

the two methods are compared for consistency. Finally, the data

base and the research objectives (three questions) enable one to

explore the equity issue in the several contexts mentioned above.

The Data

The sample selected for analysis is a subset of the panel of

young men in the National Longitudinal Surveys NLS). The NLS panel

is a national probability sample of the civilian noninstitutional

population of males who were 14 to years of age when first

14
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interviewed in the fall of 1.9b6 The sub consists of respondents

with the foll owing characte 1) .14 to 20 years of age in

1966 and:(2) nonveterans when they entered the sample in 1966.

Confining this sample to respondents with these characteristics

ensures that all respondents were non when first interviewed.

Inter -views were conduc =ted annually (1966 -1971 and 1973) during s

period- that,correspcndel closely to the Vietnam era 1964-1973).

Therefore, the-- the national representatiyene of the

young men's cohort allow an accurate representatjon of the pope-

lat ion of your

Vie

military manpower d 'ing the

era. In liti 1 contains enough sample cases to

possible - ep at- reliable stati:7:___ 1 analysis for black youth.

The Plar :tu:7

The next he

the 6b, ectivep

work, the ear

forwar-I. Chapt

including operationali aY on

variables rani

In Chapter IV th, Pal

leert al framework within which

alyze-i. In cieveloping the frame-

-1r-11 in reviewei ani hypotheses are put

'ploKjcal aspects of the study

dependent and explanatory

f -The t,?chnique employed.

me In the concluding

chapter the ar,J? further .isscu.osed end policy

interpretation:' are :,T.,-t1,T

15



'HAFra TWO

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

In this chapter we present the conceptual framework for

investigating the three questions: (1) who served, who enlisted,

and (3) who was drafted during the Vietnam era. The nature of these

questions requires that the conceptual framework be developed in the

context of the historical setting. Certainly, draft policies and

controversy over the war itself affected the lives of the young men

of the period in a unique way. To demonstrate this we will look at

the Vietnam era in the context of military manpower policies.

Special emphasis will be placed the nany facets of the equity

question. In addition to the equity question, this study will

explore factors independently associated with enlistment!

There are several hypotheses concerning the equity of the

military recruitment process during the Vietnam era. First,

popular school of thought proposes that the dual policy of deferring

college students while simultaneously drawing more heavily from

_

the lower categories through Project 100,000
1

placed the burden

3-Until the inception of Project 100,000 (1966) young men were
not eligible to serve in the armed forces if (1) they scored below
the tenth percentile on the Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT
(2) they scored between the tenth and thirtieth percentiles and

6

or



litany service disproportionately on the lower class, the blacks,

and the poorly educated.-
2

Secondly, findings from another set of

studies suggest that the d t/occupational deferment coupled wi

the armed forces cualification standards placed a disproiortionate

burden of the military obligation on eligible blacks, the working

class and the -average" in terms of education and mental ability.-
3

Finally, it is possible that throughout the Vietnam era Selective

Service policy change

deferment,

t

seleoted

withdrawal ofthe graduate student

lottery, et. enow:h to meet national equity

This woul: lut-7,est that. while draft policy may have

-evenly from in any one year, no one group bore

a Disproportionate bur en over the entire period (i964-1973).

failed the minimum re uir'es,entn on the Army Classification Bat

or the Army ;:ualifiation 'S'atte Kapinos pp.92-111),
?roject LX, 000 was he-un as a part of the Defense Department's
effort in the War on Pevertv. The minimum mental test score require-

ments were lowere in orier to 7i1.re low scoring men the-chance to

learn skills in *le ilitar,, Under the new minimum standard, a
youth coull score as lew as the tenth percentile on the AFCiT if he

was a high school 4ra:uate received a minimum score on one of
seven aptitude tests (wool and Flyer 1969). It is important to

note that while th minimum mental reiuirelents were lowered they

were not abol4shel. These "Neu ;:tarviar" men comprised 9 percent

the new entrartn to the armcri force between 1966 and 1968.

ple el_mer ;1974), Little (1969), Noskos (1

example avis and :clbeare '18

Advisory Commissio,- c. I:elective Eervice i967 and ool 1 )13).

.1. National
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The Institutional Se tinE

The Selective Service played an integral role in the selection'

npower for the Armed Forces. The Selective Service saw itself

as an "emergency"
4

agency which in the national interest implements

the decision rules used to distinguish the eligible from the

ineligible and the deferred from the non-deferred. The Selective

Service policies had to balance the concept of "universality" with

the "theory of selection." "Universality" implied equal dis

bution of the military obligation among a71 men. ''Selection

the other hand, declared that the,fi-st men called "would be

ones who, in the national interest, could be most easily spared from

the civilian economy. In adlition, the military required that its

members have a minimum level of health and mental capacity: The

multiple objectives of the Selective Service lel tci a complex

classification sys net-like system which began classifying

S

every man in the 17- =tates

It was this classification system and the structural rigidity

of the Selective Service which critics_ of the Selective Service

claimed 1_ the

4
The Se

2peraition

15 ,

of the Vietnam_ era. In the years just

vice once t



prior to Vietnam ( -63) the Selective Service System and the

d forces began to deal with a new challenge /, a manpower surplus.

This ab Ian np6--er tresentel a new problem in the management

of the military manpower pool. The companion policies of increasing

8
both the minimum acceptable staniards- and the number of deferment

patns reducel the manpuwer col to cane ea.ble levels. By raising

the minimum acceptable ..tan iar 1s the amed forces were able to

increase the "lnality

etho The

38 percent (pri

At the ttsc

avenue e

the Tharine]

men.

the

"We 7:

:mhlerne

0-Y3 1,)cal '-

local boar,

whiton

for

f tnir recru This was an effecti

examined for the draft rose from

a high in 1964 of 57.9 percent.

increasing

an: --cupational lefe

,fically and mentaIlly ligible

easy ter as Genera

ex-1-i-ed to a Harvard audience:

71 they ha-'. a re preferred

were carried out

17e rnaihtain t

71 friers :F an neighbors of the



registrant it classif ed."11 In this way a man's "friends and

neighbors decided wtether he would be more useful to his c

in a civilian capacity."

If the international arena had remained relat

13

calm, perhaps,

questions concerning the equity of the system would not have been

raised. However, the escalating Vietnam War, and the dramatic

increase in draft calls of the mid 1 's brough the policies of,

the Selective Service to the public's attention. In new pape biRoks

and articles the concept of selective service as well as the insti-

tution and its policies were challenged.
13

Two important exampl

of public scrutiny are the 1966 Chicago conference on the Draft and

establishment of a National Advisory Commission on the Selective

Service 1966 (hereinafter referred to as the Marshall Commissi

Both the Chicago conference and the Marshall Commission questioned

e equity of the then current system. It was argued that higher

income men could effectively avoid service through the student defer-

ment. The Marshall Commission contended that young men who had

-Davis and Dolbeare (1968, p.

mid.

he New York Times (January 3, 1966), Newsweek (April 11, 1966)
R rte June 16, 1966), Newsweek (July 10, 1971, Carper (1967),
Klassen (1966), Chapman (1967), Walton (1967), Tax (1967), The U.S.
National Advisory Commission (1967).

14
Tax (1967), The U.S. National Advisory Commission on the

Selective Service (1967).



sufficient to take advantage of the college deferment then had

the additional opportunity to extend their deferred status indefi-

nitely through graduate school, occupational or dependency deferments.

These findings, growing public pressure and the increasing

Manpower demands of the intensifying war led to the elimination of

the gT,eduate student de

occupations. Theie cheng

lottery was init

ent and a reduced list of deferred

s were a stop-gap measure. By 1969 to

and by 197' virtually all armed forces new

entrants were volunteer.

On the 3 hi h zinc i fence of unemployment Gong

disqualified youth peintel to yet another inequity. The very

ivilianGroup which lacke sufficient skills to

sector were the

training

cake it" in the

nit.; to take advantage of military

benefite. Hence, in the 2arne year that

the ira, irate t.0 lent :ofer7nent was abolished Project 100,000 was

onwar' young

_Jj.-?t 100,000 certain men who were formerly

absorbed into the armed forces.

strident ents were issued from 1970

were &ifie as 2 (the student deferment)

retained that ;.lassificati:ph until they graduated or withdrew ,from

15
Ge _a

6_
fac

21
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school. Hen__ the student deferment was a.t least partially affective

throughout the entire Vietnam

Helmer in his analysis of the :Vietnam era argued treat the

introduction of Project 100,000 and the student dement aggravated

the inequities of the recruitment process. The result, according

young man came from a lower or. middleto Helmer, was that

socioecon is background, or had finished 12 r fewer years of school

'A

i for. es during. the Vietnamhe had little chance of avoiding the a.-

conflict.

During t the Viet_ era, as a young man left the educational

system he was confronted with another powetful institutional system

which had a potential claLm on the next few years of his life. 1-71enee,

any system explores the determinants of service in the Armed

_17
Forces must include relational properties ch relate the

individual to the institutional env rconmertal setting.

Health and Mental Ability

The armed forces established minimum health and mental ability

requirements_ Individuals who did . not meet these standards were not

eligible to serve. Exact definitions of minimum health and mental

ability were institutionally determined and, hence, subject to change

through institutional directive. Sin

(ir

Yo 's objective health
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condition is also subject to change, the relevant health condit

that which prevails at the time he becomes liable to the dra:ft18

g. , finished school). A negative relationship between poor health

and the likelihood of service19 is anticipated.

ost previous studies have dealt with the health factor by

excluding from analysis those ineligible for service. These studies

were most frequently concerned with enlistment, and hence were hot,

interested either in the behavior of the ineligible group a

auestions of equity. However, there is reason to suspect a negative

relationship between self reported poor health condition and

service among those who are classified as qualified.

In 19 2 the 1-Y (qualified only in times of war or natictnal

emergency) draft classification status was initiated.-
20

It was

originally designed to separate the "not quite fit" from the "not

qualified" or 4-F rla ssification. The 1-Y was a temporary deferment

which had to be renewed every year. Men classified as 1-Y make up

18_-The time of draft eligibility will be used as the point of

reference for the following variables in addition to health: region

of residence; dependent status; average hourly ea_ _ngs; unemployment

experience; edu .Nation; and draft pressure.

19The hype thesized relationship is anticipated for the likelihood

of enlisting and being drafted. Unless otherwise stated, the

hypothesized relationship between the likelihood of service and the

variable under consideration also holds for the likelihood of

enlisting or being drafted.

Gerhard 1071, )
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a heterogeneous group. For example, a man could be classified as

1-Y for such varied reasons as a broken leg at the time of the armed

forces physical examination or failure to meet current minimum

mental or physical standards.
21

Throughout the Vietnar era several prog ams were initiated

which drew men who did not meet minimum standards out of the 1-Y

22
pool and into active duty, Hence, a 1-Y did not Automatically

exclude service. It did, on the other hand, act like the student

deferment by delaying the pbtential obligation. Hence, even when

the ineligible are excluded from analysis a negative relationship

between service and poor health is expected.

The only previous study that included health as a variable i

a multivariate analysis found some interesting racial differences,

Kohen and Shields examined the impact of health limitations on the

likelihood cif service. While the variable did not achiVve

statistical significance for blacks, it was a, powerfill predict

among whites. The authors speculated that the' relative attractive-

'

ness of the armed forces compared to the civilian labor market for

21
Gerhard 1971,

22
For example Special Training Enlistment _r STEP

Project 100,000.
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black youth caused those with minor or subtle health limitatio_

.g., allergies) to waive their right to non-service more often

than whites with similar afflictions
23'

It is a popularly held belief that the upper --lass avoided

the draft-by manipulating the health deferment, eit er by knowing

a sympathetic doctor Pr by fabricating or distorting an, existing

physical disorder. it is noted in An official Selective

Service document that "it is unfortu_nately true that the college

years contributed somehow to an increasing rate of failure on the

25
Armed Forces (physical examinations ".- Lower class youth gay

also avoid service for different reasons, such as physical problems

due to early poor nutrition or environmental influences. On the

other hand, pro s such as Project 100,000 drew -ost heavily

from the disadvantaged, thus counter eting the factors. which would

prevent service.

The impact of mental ability on_ he likelihood of serving in

the armed forces stems from two different Selective Service

categories of exemption or .defermett--the mental ability exemption

and (indirectly) through the student deferment. The mental ability

-Kohen and Shields (1977 p. 1'

2 _

41McGrory (177).

2 _

5Semi-Annual Report of the Director of the Selective Service,

(July 1, 1976 - December 31, 1970, p. 7 }.

25
r
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exemption leads-us to eXpe.ct a lower incidence of service among

young men with low aptitude levels. .However, Project 100,000, by

lowering the miaLmum acceptable standards during the Vietna

may have weakened or negated this Impact.
6

From an equity

standpoint, the ability exemption would have tended

the rate of entrance among the lower classes.
fl

The relationship between ability, and entrance into the armed

forces has been explored in a number of previous studies. A. with

health, youth with permanent ability exemptions have generally

been excliided from the analysis. W. the ineligible are excluded,

youth with low levels of mental ability are expected to be more

likely to enter military service, since they are probably not

college bound and therefore, not protected by the student deferment.

In addition, they are more likely to enlist in order to receive

valuable training and experience. For ilar reasons, youth with

average levels of mental ability are also expected to have an

above-average likelihood of service. Because young men with high

levels Of mental ability were able temporarily

through student deferments, they are expected to

average likelihood of military service:

oskos

o avoid service

below-



Johnston and Badman found an inverse onship be

natal ab and attempted enlistMent. However y whei

Actual enlistments, those in the lower tail of the mental abil

stributidh enlisted at the same rate as thosS4in the middle

Aximately 14 percent).
27

On the other han42 three percent

of thd men in the top mental ability category enlisted. College

was seen as the f_ choice for this group. Among non-college

youth, however, above-a e age ability was found to be positively

associated with enlistme
s.28

Kohen and Shields discovered that

youth with average measured mental ability served at higher rates

than either those with low or high 1Q's.
29

Branches of the armed forces such as the Air Force and the

established a higher set of mental ability requirements than

Army-
30 and albo received lower quotas for "New Standards" men

_ the,Department t)f Defense,31 For the most part these branches

27_
Johnston and Bachman (1972, p. 86).

28
ibid.

29
and Shields (1977, p. 166).

30Office, Secretary of Defense, Assistant Secretary of Defense,

o ect -H led-Thousand Characteristics and Performance of "New

Standards" Men. March 19, 19.9, fir. U. Department o the Army,

Supplement to Health of the Army. e 1969, p. 74).

31,
-1New Standards" men refer to the men brought in under

Project 100,000.

477_

27



.relies on eal. `Hence, we expect'tha in the aggregate

21

draftees are more 'liked. than enlistees to be concentrated in the

lower levels of the IQ distribution.

TIL4 Hardship Deferment

Young men who could meet specific criteria established by

Selective Service regulation were deferred (i.e., not liable to the

draft while so classified). While these criteria for deferment

were revised throughout the Vietnam era32 hardship deferment

remained relatively stable. The hardship deferment, based mainly

oifthe presence of a child, constituted a permanent deferment
eft-

contingent primarily upon a minimum level of national security.

Over thirty percent of the young men deferred held hardship defer-
.

ments, making it the single largest- deferred category.33 Given

the risks of war and the opportunities in the civilian sector

relative to those in the military it is assumed that most young

fathers will choose not to join. Because there is an inverse

relationship between socioeconomic status and a young man's age

i
32
_Annual Report of the Director of Selective Service

Semiannual Report of Director of Selective Service, January
1 70-December 1975).

33
Annual Report of the Director of Selective Service (1967,

p. 24). Semiannual Report of the Director of Selective Service
July 1970, p. 7).

7
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at he birth of'his first child this deferment tends to

the greatest degree of Protation to the loiter secioec

classes.

Draft essure

During the Vietnam era :the need for rrrcruitsfluctuated,

along with the intensity of the fighting. Armed forces manpower

demand was reflected in the level of draft calls. Not Surpris__

Kohen and Shields found that a prospective recruit was more like

oto enter the military if he became eligible during timeS of high

draft calls. Not only does the number of draftees,increase during

such periods, but enlistments may also be expected t4 increase

when draft calls are high. Entering as a volunteer was a way

to fulfill an obligation and simultaneously to avoid some of

the costs of the draft (i.e. a relatively higher probability

of exposure to combat). In addition, enlistment offered a

relatively greater degree of choice of branch of service, military

occupational specialty and training opportunities. It is little

wonder that many enlistments occurred between the time that a

yough received notification that he wath drafted and his

scheduled induction date. In all previous studies, measures of

4u
.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,

(1974, Table 5, p. 27).

29
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es_ been signific_ _ly related to levels of enlist

Ament_or service. 35 Renee, it is hypothesized that. if a ppomm

becomes draft eligible during periods of high draft calls he will be

more likely-to te military.

Selective Service criteria, there are various personal

characteristics that may reasonably be expected to be associated

with the dependent variable Inge. three models. Since the student

35Johnston and Bachman examined: draft pressure in the context
of several motives which they postulated are directly related to
enlistment. Motives in their analysis included: (1) a young man
perceived "self fit" with military type job'; (2) a youth's
indecision over future plans; and (3) his draft status. They
hypothesized that if a young man perceived a good fit between him-
self and a military job, was undecided about his vocation plans, or
faced a high probability of being drafted he was more likely to
enlist. All three variables were found to be positively associated
with enlistment and these variables alone accounted for 32 percent
of the variance in enlistment behavior. The most important predictor
was knowing whether a young man planned to enlist after high school.
Unfortunately, knowing that short-run plans preceded action suggests
little about how these plans were formed. They f- that the more
useful concepts of "fit" and "draft status" account for 19.2
percent of the variance, with draft status being the most powerful
predictor. Johnston and Bachman (1972, p. 67).

Another set of enlistment studies hypothesized that the draft
'affected the enlistment decision primarily through its impact on
expected civilian returns. An individual's estimate of the
probability of being drafted affects his estimate of the present
value of civilian earnings. In other words, as the probability of
being drafted rises, expected civilian returns fall, reducing the
diffei'ence between expected returns in the two 5Jectors and hence
motivating enlistment Fisher 1969).
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-Ventral to tt the over Ike draft- -It- is

necessary to examine'the relationship between pre - servile efteation

and service in the armed for-cm The impact of the tudent,deferl

Rant, same suggest, was to channel the highly educated away from

service. However, the Student deferment is only one facet of the

potential theoretical i.ct of edUcation on the likelihood of

military service. For example, young men who have no intention of

pursuing higher education may view time spent in the armed forces

as a substitute for civilian experience and training, and hence

enlist.

Although it is at times unclear, a carefUl review of

literature suggests that youth who are "average" in terms of edu-

cationalcational attainment are most likely to serve.
37 Kohen and Shields

discovered a strong association between pre-service education and

the likelihood of service. For both racial groups high school

graduates were significantly. ore likely to enter the armed forces.

However, a racial difference appeared for high school dropouts, i.e.,

the likelihood of serving is significantly below average for blacks

the precise criteria for a student deferment changed through-
out the Vietnam era. Until 1966, enrollment in a graduate or
undergraduate program ensured deferment. For a short time (1966)

the 2-S was based on class standing. Graduate student deferments
(except for students in medical or related fields) were abolished in
1967, while undergraduates making "normal progress" toward a degree

continued to be protected. In 1969 the lottery was established,and
student deferments were no longer extended to incoming students.
However, exiling deferments were continued until graduation or
withdrawal from school.

37
Koh A, 1,-177), 16001



no different t for whites. While-kaCks with some

college did not serve ignificant lower -tes their white

counterparts did.

In his discussion of pre-Yletnam era studies Wool came.to a

similar conclusi participation in the armed forces was lowest at

both extremes of the educational attainment apectrum.
38

A Defense

Deportment somple.survey of male civilians (ages 26-34) revealed

that 73 perceiA of the high school completers with no college

experience had entered the armed forces, while only 51 percent and

59 percent, respectively, of the college graduates and high school

14 dropouts served.39

Contrary to the above cited studies but consistent with many

pular perceptions, Fligstein found that pre-service education

during the Vietnam era, was inversely related to the likelihood of

service. He concluded that each additional year of education

reduced the likelihood of service by 2.1 per-nt.
4o

Race and Background

EqUality in the presence of the draft implies equal exposure

to military service among the draft eligible. Although the concept

001 (1968, p. 1c).

Fligstein (1976, p. 17).
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===.

ulty has Many facets, race and sociarclass -e

mentioned as dimensions along which the conscription

to meet the eqUIty objective.

Race

Much of. the concern with the inequities in the Selective Service

system revolved around the race issue. A finding of overriding

concern curing the early years was the consistently higher

to whites, that failed-to meet the

armed forces entrance requirements.
41

This failure was primarily

prOp4rtion of blacks,

due to poor performance on the mental test. Throughout a 16-year

period (1950-1966) blacks were disoualified on mental grounds at

four times the rate for whites.
42

It was argued that through high

Isqualification rates blacks were deni6d the opportunity to

participate in the benefits of se lice; training, medical care,

etc. In an effort to overcome these problems as well as meet the

growing military manpower demand the years aftex

by national grog-

6 were marked

designed to increase the proportion of blacks

disqualified. Therefore tit is not surprising that the literature

which includes post-19 ata suggests an equal likelihood of

service between blacks and whites.

41 .

Gerharit 1971 Karpihos 0966 -oskos National

Advisory Commission on '2,elective '.:,erviee 1967).

42
Mos os



Bleense of the Omen er of n their sempie, John

and Badman examined racial. differences through a simple table

the'prdbability of enliBting by race. They discovered

/-oximately 14.5 percent enlisted after leavingbetween the Maas,

high school.
43

Overall, Kohen and-Shields found that a larger

proportion-of whites than blacks served in the military (26 versus

24 percent)
4

gowever, con#istent with the Xindings of Johnston

and Bachman, even this small difference disappeared when other

factors were controlled. The Kohen and Shields study is the only

work in the literature which did separate multivariate analysis by

race. Although there were no overall racial differences, Kohen and

Shields discovered racial differences in the effects of some of the

factors explaining participation in the armed forces. These

differences appeared as the impact of health, region of residence

and education and will be discussed under the corresponding sub-

headings.

Fligstein found a significant difference be ween the racial

groups. He found that blacks served in disproportionately fewer

numbers than whites; he reports that they were 17,7 percent less

likely than Whites to serve;
45

,and attirbuted this to either dis-

proportionately high physical /mental rejectig rates for blacks

Johnston and Bachman (172, p. 104).

44

4

Kohen and Shields (1977, p. 166).

p. 15).
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I

or raciaIdiactiMinift an practiced by the Hewer

questionable whether, as he claims, .his, results are generalizabl

over the:Vietnam era.. Fligstein's results.are not surprising given

the limitations of his sample, which included only respondents who

were l8 and over in 1 As was noted earlier, the years prior

to 1966 were marked by high disqualification rates among blacks.

The years after 1966, on the other hand, saw increased military

manpower demand and programs such as Project 100 000, both:01.'141101

tended to increase black participation. Approximately 40 percent

of the men who ntered under Project 100,000 were black.

Aside from the high disqualification rates among= blacks another

aspect of the race equity picture came to the public's attention.

Even though blacks experienced disproportionate disqualificaticri.

rates they were drafted at rates greater ,;tZan those of whites.

Furthermore, the burden of the draft seemed to weigh most heavily

upon the qualified blacks. The Marshall Commission found that in

196, of the aualified 26-4 year olds, 30.2 percent of the blacks

\were drafted compared to 18.8 percent cf the -i.r white counterparts.
47

The quota system and the racial, composition of local draft

boards have often been cited among the reasons for this discrepancy.

In 1966, blacks made up only 1.5 percent of all draft board members

46_
-Motkos 096Q,

-r

47
The National Alvisory Comm sion on Selective Service (1967,

p. 22).



in the entire -o Indeed, many states in the deep South had

serer bad a single black minted to a local draft board. Th

Selective Service quota system probably led to higher conscri

rates among eligible-blacks. Draft notes were based upon the 1.4

(available for service) pool and consequently excluded men: in

49-
Blacksdeferred tategories. Blacks w less likely thasi White to take

50
aditantage of the student or occupational erment.

1

disproportionate number of qualified blacks were members of the

Hence a

draft eligible pool in their community. Subsequent policy changes

such an the elimination of the student deferment probably reduced

the disproportionate ratee of conscription among eligible blacks.

Hence, given these countervailing policies, it is unclear whether

blacks as a whole were inducted at dis'proportlonate rates. However,

we expect that these policies did not offset the trend among

qualified blacks-. We hypothesize that eligible blacks were inducted

at higher rates than their white counterparts,

ioeconomic Status

Throughout the literature of the mid and late there

were frequent references to discrimination in draft policy along

48_
mosk

49Little

5GMoskos

9, P- 157)-

P-
23)

p. 146).

36



socioeconomic lige,

local draft boards, the conscription enlistment quota system and.

pled that the cow anion of the

the student deferment were the chief causes of the low, rates of

service among upper income 'youth.

General Hershey depicted the local draft board as repre-

sentative of the community. He described the local board as "little

groups of neighbors" who decided which m

forces and which served their country be
.I

Served in the armed

Civilians.
52 A

144 '

closer look at the actual draft' board compositiorksuggests a rather

unmi6resentative ,picture. Aside from the ,fact that nearly, half

of the all male, 'predominantly white board members were over 60

and almost two-thirds were veterans, the occupational and edu-

cational levels differed from the population as a whole. The

educe_

and

tonal attainment of board members was comparatively high

the dominant occupation groups were professional and proprietors-

\

managers-officialv.
53 Davis and Dolbeare describe the local

board members as part

Although most of

mini- 1 judgment, Day

of the "elite in the local c ity.

the draft classification decisions involved

s and Dolbeare estimated that between 10 and

For example see Da s and Dolbeare (1969),
skos (1969), and The Nat_onal Advisory Commission

Service (1967).

92.
Davis and Dolbeare (1964, P. 57).

3Ibi1., pp. 8.

37

tale (1969),
on Selective



'cat of the cases before the local b -d at any one E ie

involved the discretion of the meMbers.. in most cases discretion

was exercised in deciding borderline hardship and ocbupational

54
Officially, the deferred occupations were outlindef

in the Department of Labor Critical Skills List. However., in

practice there was little correspondence between the Department

of Labor Critical Akins L t and local deferment 'policy. The

"decisions were based the board Members' newspaper reading,

u55
in a sample. ofindividual assumption or private prejudice

199 local draft boards tiff Marshall Commission discovered consider-

able variability between boards in exactly which occupations they

chose to defer.
56

The unrepresentative nature of the local board,

and their discretion and variability in determining occupational

deferments led to the conclusion that local board members favored

young men Who, like themselves, were from the upper class.

Quotas for both enlistment and conscription were derived from

the 1-A pool. Lower class yOuth had a greater likelihood of being

,classified as 1-A since they were less likely to attend college

of be eligible for occupational deferments. Hence, they were more

likely to serve.

54Davls and Dolbeare (1969, P. 79).

55
Ibid., p. 81.

56
The National Advisory Commission on Selective Service (1967,

P. 95)
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the Of the Vietnam era differential tate of

service by education levilre often cited:as-evidence to

the exi ce of discrimination along socioeconomic lines. For

andlbolbeare reported that only 110pereent of all

college-graduates (age 26 in-1964) had experienced mill

service.
57 The data from which these ,e

did not

changes or the intense

196p 1966-1968)

Interestingly, the findings of, studies which utilized latel;

data suggest that socioeconomic status does not have a direct effect

tudlea were taken

include the impact of either deferment exam ion policy

ing and high draft calls-of the mid

on entering the military. Rather, the impact is indirect, acting

throwh such factors as education and mental ability. The Fligatein

.00" .

and Kohen and Shields studies found no net independent impact of

socioeconomic status on the likelihood of serving. However

neither of the studies explored the relationship between SES and

service among the eligibles.
5 8 Johnston secti Bachman found an

rovers elationship between enlistment and socioeconomic status,

57_Davis and Dolbeare (1969, p. 15).

58-Selective ServiCe critics claimed that the burden of service

-fell upon eligible youth from the lower SES coups. High incidence

of failure to meet mental requirements among thek,poor was cited-
.

as the reason.

39



A A 4
higher A us families chobe.enrollment in college

0-
tment. 414v their _research designaut ally

defines college attendance and enlistment a mutually exclusive

mots. Many youth enlist after their first year oyollege; hence,

this study e ored only a vet short-run relationship between

enlistment-and socioeconomic status.

We hypothesize an inverse relationship between socioeconomic

status and the likelihood of service among the eligible. High

incidence of disqualification among the poor, however, leads,us to

hypothesize an inverted U relationship between service and social,

class When he.ineligibles are included in the analysis.

Residence

It is a commonly held view that young men from the South

.and /or rural environments serve in the military in -disproportionately

high numbers. The explanation is often interns of "escape? and

"opportunity "59 according to this view rr a young man lives in a

relatively poor region such as the South or in a rural environment

he is more likely to enlist in order to escape the problems of a

poor local labor market. The military is a viahae choice because

it simultaneously offers secure employment and increases subsequent

59Johnston and Bachman (1972, p. 101.1 The "escape" apd
"opportunity" hypothesis also applies to factors such as raceand
socioeconomic status.
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19

civilian opportunities through such features as training and travel.

The empirical evidence on this hypothe is mixed. Neither Gray

nor Johnston and Bachman found evidence to support the hypothesis

that enlistment is more frequent among youth in the South. H

hnston and Bachman discovered that youth from small towns and /

cities were mre likely to enlist than either rural youth or young

men from large metropolitan areas.

Kohen and shields explored the region of residence question

in a different manner. They looked at AFQT disqualification rates

andby state--
60

and discovered a pattern. Rural Southern states show

higher than average rejection rates, perhaps stemming from a poorer

educational system. Thus, higher-than-average dispositions to

enlist may be offset by higher-than-average failure rates on the

AFQT among rural Sout _ youth. To account for rural-urban

differences, Kohen and Shields incorporated a South-urbanicity

interaction variable into their model. They found this variable

to exhibit interesting racial differences. The probability of

military service was significantly higher than average for both

whites and blacks from the urban South. However, the authors

contended the reasons for this phenomenon probably differ by

race. For whites, they argued, the military sustained its

Karpinos 1 966) The ANT is used in establishing mental

ability :Itanda,rd:: footnote 1,

41
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traditional appeal while for blacks the military maintained its

potential as an avenue of escape from discrimination in the civilian

labor market. Rural Southern whites had rates participation

in the armed for that were significantly below average, perhaps

because of agricultural deferments and because lower quality

schooling led to higher failure rates on the AFQT. The effect of

residing in a rural area was less pronounced among Southern black

you perhaps because higher-than-average enlistment to escape

racial discrimination offset the negative impact of lower quality

education.

Variations in enlistment have also been fa_ among geographic

regions outside the South. Altman and Barra discovered a negative

relationship between residence in the Northeast and enlistment.

Kohen and Shields found the elation ship for the likelihood

of entering the armed services. The latter authors postulate that

the higher - than - average anti-war sentiment in the Northeast

61
influenced enlistment behavior.-

61
The Selective Service local quota system suggests a relation-

ship between "draft" and region. For example, to the extent that
enlistments within a specific region do not fulfill necessary sus
the remainder of the quota would be fulfilled by draftees. Hence,

if enlistment rates are unusually high within a region, the proportion
drafted from that region would be less than the national average.
On the other hand, if the proportion who served departs from the
national average it is not clear how this proportion is distribute;.
The group may be composed of an above average number of lrafteer-,
enlistees, or both.



In summary, we hypothesize that the probability of enlisting

and serving is positively associated with residence in the urban

South and negatively associated with residence in the rural South.

Reuse of the hypothesized propensity to enlist in the urban south

(and thji quotas were net by enlistees) a negative relationship

between conscription and residence in the rural south is hypothesized.

Another passible source of regional variation in the likelihood

of entering the armed forces stems from the popular notion that

during the Vietnam era local draft boards in large metropolitan

areas drafted eligible urban poor, while upper class suburban

h protected from conscription. a'he ographic charac-

teristics of traft board members from northern urban cities were

cited as the rationale for this hypothesis.

The draft board demographic characteristics seldom matched

those of the population they served. It was a Selective Service

policy that once a local draft board member was appointed- that

position was retained until he resigned. Consequently, it was not

uncommon for men to have tenure as board members of 15 t

years. Hence, the draft board composition retained the

characteris s of an earlier iod while urban whites migrated

t. the suburbs an blacks move into the Northern central cities.

Davis and Dolbeare (lc-#-31-) 6!4).
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In order to test this hypothesis the Northeast and North

Central regions are divided into central-city and not-central-cit

64
variables.- We hypothesize a positive relationship between

residence in the central cities and the likelihood of being

drafted among blacks. In _ion, a negative relationship

anticipated for the likelihood of serving and enlisting for those

who reside in the Northeast.

Knowledge of the World of Work

There is evidence suggest that a young _ _'s understanding

of the range of occupations potentially available and their rewards

and entrance requirements is related to measures of his success in

the labor market. Alch "knowledge of the world of work" is

hypothesized to be inversely related to the probability of a youth's

being drafted. This hypothesis is grounded in the assumption that

a "knowledge of the world of work" i proxy for an understanding

of the military. An understanding of the military would include

an un Aerstanling of the :'elective 2ervice system as well as the

64_The not-central-city category includes both the suburban

and rural areas. The limited number of blacks living in the rural
northern regions is the reason this variable is not defined as
central-city, suburb, and rural.

4 4



consequences of being a member of the armed forces.- For example,

if a young man understands the military alternative he will be

able to-evaluate his own probability of being drafted -.g., Army,

combat, e He will also understand the potential advantages

of the armed forces such as technical training, medical care and

the GI bill. Given that a young man understands the military

it is further assumel that he would try to avoid the draft either

by enlisting Or th alt11-1 the many deferment avenues.

bor Market

There have been numerous economic analyses of the deternninants

of enlistment .
66 The purpose of many of these , s.was to

es military manpower supply function that could be used

to determine how much (in the absence of the draft) the ai=med forces

pay scale would have increase in order to achieve equ iliborium

between the civilian an military labor markets.

The economic theory of occupational choice has frequently been

trawn upon in context . This theory, as modified to apply to

the military, may be briefly reviewed. In the absence of a draft

the decision to enl s conceived to involve a comparison

between military service and employment in the civilian sector.

examrle

Altman an Fechter t=ook 7(

Altman as .-'arro 1970),

Fechter (1970), Fisher
sen ani Weisbrod (1
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Each-of these alternatives may be vie rec as comprising a com-

bination of pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs and benefits.

Occupational choice theory assumes that the individual will choose

that activity which yiel._ the highest net pecuniary and non-

pecuniary benefits. Hence, if the present value of the net

:benefits cif enlistment exceeds the present value of the net

benefits associated with nr -enlistment activity, a potentially

eligible young man would choose to enlist.

One would expect ifferences in the evaluation of these

costs and benefits among different individuals. Nevertheless, on

the assumption that all costs a 1 benefits could be measured and

exprele'd in a cor=on -et c, it would be poisible for each

indivi t.ct.ablish a reservation military wage; i.e that
,

%,..

wage at ich tlle s'__ of the net be-7uniary and non-pecuniary benefits

'_.f enli t ,er.t eilial the sum of the net pecuniary and non-pecuniary

benefits associate remaining, in the civilian sector. Hence,

in in: itle each potential enlistee can be placed on a continuum

which reflects s: -vat ion wage. If the actual milit_ wage

offerel IL _-

will enlist.

ince the

non

studies utili zihw

co

than his res ervation wage the potential enlistee

-fits an" costs istment

-__v4.t4o are -1'ffinult tn mea ire, all of the

al framework have rest :icte their

2ivi7ian
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Conceptually, the pecuiiary returns non - enlistment are repre-

sented by the present value of the expected civilian earnings

strew, over an individual's life; the pec- __y returns to enlist-

ment are represented by the present value of the expected military

earnings strewn during the period, and of the civilian earnings

67_68
stream thereafter. '--- Other things being equal, the youth whose

relative earnings are greater in the armed forces will enlist.

However, most studies lo n_ assess the impact of relative

earnings Jifferentials without incc_ -ing an estimate of another

key latIr market reality/ - potential unemployment. A spell of

unemployment reduces civilian earnings- In calculating the present

value of returns to the civilian alternative a prospective enllstee

shouli theoretically take into account an estimate of the proba-

b lity of unemployment as well as the expected duration of such

unemployment over the period. If imoile-P-ed-t+telti-oe earnings through

antic-

civilian retu

t is high enough it will r

n motivate enlistment.

ected

of the existing studies assume that a veteran's post-

service earnings are equivalent to that of a non-veteran. Hence,

they simplify their analysis by restricting their models to the

expected military/civilian earnings stream over the enlistment

neriol. For example see Cock (1970), Fisher (1969) , and Gray (1970

iary earn
mecical services an:

inclules military income such as
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Most of the udies that have utilized the conceptual fr-
t

work discussed above were developed during the late 960's, and

69
the earliest of them were published in economics -nals 7- As

the furor over the draft continued, the authors of these early

studies and other labor economists working in the military

power field were commissioned to study the question. The results

e published in The Studies Pre--red for the President'_

omission on the All-Volunteer Armed Force (1970). The objective

of th document (hereafter called the Gates Commission studies)

to make policy recommendations concerning the possibility

an all volunteer arse' force. Aggregate quarterly time series

and aggregate cross stational regional data were utilized to test

these hypotheses. S

Both the early enlistment studies the Gates Commission

studies ificant relationship between rates of enlist-

;rent and civilian-military earnings differentials. Gilman

a ized several Gates Commission studies

concluded that the elasticity of supply for initial entrants was

1.2 a one percent increase in the ratio of military

civilian earnings would result in a 1.25 percent increase in

enliStments. The results of Fechters absolute pay :::oriel suggeot

that the n_ of the relative earnings variable trtems from the

ror ex
Fisher

sew Altman an Fechter

( arit Oi

48
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civilian earnings coMponent. NO-found a significant negative

relationship between civilian pay and enlistment, but no signifi-

cant relationship between military pay and the criterion measure.

However, the results of other studies have suggested that the
4

apparent impact of relative pay differentials would be weakened

if other variables such as draft pressure or the unemployment rate

were added to the mc-_del. In aJdition, there were certain situations

in which the earnings lifferential failed to achieve significance.

For example, Limy could find no condition under which relative pay

0 differentials explained enlistment in the Marine Corps,

As t frr. the few instances in which studies using aggregate

;ata faile to fin l any relationship, there is mixed empirical

evilence on the relationship between c earnings differentials

an the enliztment iecision. Utilizing panel data Johnston and

Fia.'01-1man four: no cross-sectional relationship between the likeli-

noo of enlistent an the t:rpical wage of an unskilled worker in

the local labor market. In a-llition, the results of a series of

mt

enlistment attituie surveys tend to support the Johnston and

:_hrtan finiings. In a YToject TALENT survey found that in

re-onse t the -Liestin "Tinier which one of the following,

service for

:_Ju te most likely to :zonsiler the military

lifetime career?, response "if the salary was

better r-r-=-J, at the bottom of the list. The opportunity to

s. 7fficer 7: '''P-P4Vit !rainirur were tne most

49



frequently cited responses.- 'Aik 1 4 e_ nse Department survey

found that the primary motivation for i -lent other than the

draft as the training and educational opportunities available

71
through military service.

43

Studies exploring potential enlistment incentives have reported

similar results. both Ko _n et al. and Frey et al. concluded that
A

control over one's fate" or s-lf-determination was the most

Lmportant factor associated with a positive attitude toward enlist-

ment national surveys. of men 16 through 22 years of age,

Frey et al. c- 1 the potential influence on enlistment

attitudes; of a number of incentives, individually and in combination;

They found no support for the attitude that "more is better";

items which proxied for "control over one's fate" consistently

ranked higher than larger bonuses or more pay.
72

In su, hypothesize an inverse relationship between

the likelihood of serving/enlisting and civilian wages. Theo-

retically, there no reason to expect a relationship between the

draft and earnings. tience, an earnings measure does not enter

the iraft model.

.'col

ibis?
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The evidence on a relationship between employment and enli

meet is unclear. Altman and Fecht- , early time series study,

Which did not include a relative earnings variable in the model,

found a significant relationship between unemployment of 18 and

4 year old men and Army enlistments. However, other time series

studies, including those of the gates Commission, found no signifi-

cant relationship between the youth unemployment rate and enlist-

ment when relative earnings were controlled. On the other hand, an

analysis utilizing aggregate regional data found both relative

earnings and the unemployment rate to be

to enlistment, although, the strength of

antly related

mpl©yment rate

a predictor weakened when a draft pressure variable was added _

Hause found an association between enlistment and duration of

unemployment in a model that controlled for civilian earning s.

Inexplicably, he asserted that the absence of a draft pressure

variable did not affect his results. In their panel study,

74

Johnston and Bachman found a weak relationship between enlistment

andand the unemployment rate in the local labor markets - unemployment

rates of six percent and above were positively related to enlistment.

As in the time series studies, the relationship disappeared when

;3Alt n (1269

.4
Hause
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earnings were controlled. A direct relationship between duration

of unemployment and the likelihood of serving or enlisting. As

with the earnings measure an unemployment variable does not enter

the draft model.

Summaryof Hypotheses

This chapter has proposed that the determinants of military

service can be classified into four sets of explanatory factors:,,

institutional, family background, environmental and labor market.

Table s rizes the hypotheses- that have been presented. These

hypothese are based upon the assumption that all men in the

relevant age are included in the model; some of them would be

expected to change if the universe under consideration consists of

only those 211Eible to sere. Table.2 summarizes the hypotheses

that are expected to change under the "eligible-to-serve"'unive

In order to examine racial differences the analysis will be run

separately by race.



Table 1 Summary of Hypotheses: Universe Includes All Men in Relevant Age Range

...

Independent measures

+ -ndent measures

Probability
of- serving

Frobabilify
of enlisting

Probability of
being-

i, -k e Riak. White Tillck

Health condition_
-

-

e

-

-

+

+

+
-

-

-

-

_

-

il

-

a

-

+
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X
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-

-
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+

+
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e

-

a

a

+
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a

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

_

-

-

*

+
_

a

+

-

-

a

-

X

X
X

-

_

-

-

-

+

+

_

-

-

_

o'

a

+
s

a

+

-
a

-

X

X

X

-

*

+

+

+

_

-

-

+

_

a

X

X

X

X

-
a

+

--

-

+

-

-

_

+

*

+
a

+

lo

X

X

X

X

X

-

+

Poor Health
Healthy

Mental abilitI
Above average
Average
Below average

Dependents
Children present
No children

Education
.

0-

9 -11

12

13-15

14
17+

Draft pressure
High
Low

Socioeconomic status
High
Medium
Low

Residence
NE Central City
NE Other
N Central Central City
N Central Other
South Urban
South Rural
West

Civilian edrningR
Low

Medium
High

yc;cnt
Never worke
No unempeuy-e
1-10 wAks
10+ weeks

Knowledeeof this %wo

wort
Above avere.-e
Average
Below average

Key:

X

sign

signi

signifie%
variable,

_table d en n-dt enter tile

id--t and depend var
r.Inti-Jnship between independent and dependent variable,

3i zed Uetwt!en iAlleperident and dependent
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Table 2 Summary of Hypotheses: Universe Includes Only
Eligible Men in the Relevant Age Rangea

Independent measures

Dependent mean

Probability
of serving

White Black

Probability
of enlisting

Probability of
being drafted'

WThite Black White Black

Health condition
Poor health
Healthy

Mental ability
Above average
Average
Below average

Key: +) signifies a positive relationship between independent and
dependent variables.
signifies a negative relationship between independent and
dependent variables.
signifieo no hypothesized relationship between the,
independent and depedent variable.

All -nthe2es are similar to th is-2 expressed in Table 1.
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

-49

Introduction

This chapter deals with the methodological aspects oil this

research effort, especially the operationalization of the concepts

embodied in the research objectives and the hypotheses. Special

attention is paid to describing the respects in which the method-

ological limitations of previous studies have been overcome. These

Improvements are of two general types. First, the longitudinal

nature of the sample allows generalizability across both tiipe and

individuals. Second, the construction of the variables assures that

the relationships being explored are in the correct temporal

sequence (e.g., key variables measure individual character4stics at

the time a young man was legially draft eligible) .

The first section of this chapter describes the data base.

Section two deals with the operationalization of the dependent

measures. In the third section the measurement of the independent

variables is discussed. Finally, the statistical technique used to

test hypotheses is examined.

The Data

The data used in this study are based upon infoimation collected

in the National Longi* linal Surveys (NLS) of the labor market and



educational experieneee of young men.
1

sample is a multistage

prphability sample containing over 5,000 respondents selected fro

the civilian poninstitutionalized population of young men aged 14

to 24 who mere first interviewed in the fall of 1966 and annually

thereafter through -1971. Abbreviated telephone intervAiews were

conducted in 1973 and 1975, with another personal interview in 1976.

All but one of the variables used in this ana s,come from the

1966-1973 interviews, which were oonducted by the Bureau of the

Census.
2
/-
3

Since there were no additions to the NIS sample, it

does not accurately represent the civilian population in any year

after 1966.

he National Longitudinal Surveys are sponsored by the
Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Department of

Labor under the authority of the Manpower Development and Training

Act of 1962.

The cohort of male youth is one Of four agesex cohorts included

in the NIS. For an overview of the NIS and a bibliography of

completed research see Center for Human Resource Research (1976).

For a detailed description of the young men'ePcohort see Volumes 1-VI

of the Career Thresholds series: Parnes, et al. (1970), Zeller,

et al. 71717, Kohen and Parnes (1971), Kohen and Andrisani (1973),

Andrisani and Kohen (1975), and Kohen, et al. (1977).

2The U.S. Bureau of the Census, under a separate contract with

the Zmployment and Administration was responsible for

designing and draw ng the sample as well as conducting all of the

field work. The C nter for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State

University, has been responsible for the design of the survey

instruments and analysis of the rata.

nlike all other variables used in this analysis the mental

ability measure was constructed using data obtained from a 1968

survey of the young men's high schools.
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Attrition from the for Okaaons other than the arael forces

bas, been relatively low (12 percent of the whites and 20 percent of

the blacks were not interviewed in 1971).
4

More importantly,

attrition rates, by individual cbaraeteristics relevant,to the

current study, such as SES and student Status are comparable to

the overall attrition rate. For example, 16 percent of the black

and white students in 1966 who were classified as lower SES were

not interviewed in 1971 for reasons otherthan armed forces.

en_

One of the objectives of the MIS sample design was to obtain

ample cases to make possible separate reliable statistics

for black youth. This was accomplished by oversaMpling black

so that they represent 30 percent of the sample, even though they

represent only about 12 percent of the population. For this

reason, and because unweighted sample cases are used in this

analysis,
5 results are presented separately by race.

4
As of 1971 nine percent of the whites and eleven percent of

the blacks were not interviewed because they were members of the
rmed forces. - These young men were interviewed when they reenter

the civilian sector. For further information on sample charac-
teristics see Kohen et al. (1977, p. 199).

5, _

Smith (1976) discusses the implications fcir regression
analyses of unequal weighting of observations according to
probability of selection to the sample. He demonstrates that the
sample weights drop out of both the ordinary least squares and
maximum-likelihood formulas. Hence unequal weighting of obser-
vations has little impact on regression estimates when classical
assumptions hold and the model is correctly specified.
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The an verse tc

ample of young men.

dyisa o f t iwtotal

-udes White and black respondents who

were (1) 14 to 20 years of age in 1 and (2) not veterans when

A

they entered the sample. This universe was chosen in order to

obtain preservic- characteristics directly rather than wing

on retrospective information. 'the restricted sample is large

enough to make analysis possible; furthermore, the 14 to 20 age

cohort is representative of the majorit respondents who entered

the service after 1966. There were 1,139 respondents who entered

the military after the initial survey (1966); of these, 1,051

(92 percent) were in the 14 to 20 age group (Table 3). The data

permit generalization with respect to the entire Vietnan era,

interviews
6 covered a period (1966-1973 ) that

since. the ani

corresponded c- ly to the Vietnam era (1 -1973).

There ew conducted in ,1972.
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Table 3 Sample Characteristics; Veteran Status And Year
Discharged, by Age.in 1966

Veteran Nwnber
of

Age in 1966

e de 4 to 20 2 2
Totalt

5162 -3812 1350Nonveteran 1973 3661 2729 932Veteran Discharged by 1 362 32 330Veteran Discharged afte 1139 1051 88

Discharged by 1967 6 3 3Discharged by 1968 31 21 10Discharged by 1969 144 123 21Discharged by 1970 225 203 22Discharged by 1971 230 219 11Discharged by 1973 247 238 9In thegperVice as of 1973 256 244 12

aWhite and black respondents only.

Aside f

specified rest

the universe discussed above, a second universe is

,sting the above sample to respondents who were not

nently exempted7 from the armed forces. The permanently

exempted youth were eliminated. from the universe to ensure

7 1f a young man was classified "4-F"; i.e., "Registrant notqualified for any military service," he was 'omitted from thesample. (National Advisory Commission on Selective Service,1967).



,caaparabiffty tb studies.
8

Moreover, exclusion

of this group from analysis permits exploration of another facet

of the issue, namely whether the armq4 forces drew more heavily

from any one group after the ineligible are excluded. For example,

%tile the armed foraes may not have draftedoblacks disproportion-

ately, they may have drafted "eligible" blacks in greater then

average numbers.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the initial NU survey

does not contain youth in this age cohort who were in the armed

forces in 1966, This omission tends to bias the results by under-

stating the true proportion who entered the armed forces. However,

the upper
limit of 20 as of the initial interview in 1966

minimizes the
importance of the problek since a large majority

of these youth--those under 18--were not
eligible°.for the draft

in 1966. Nevertheless the most serious underi*resentation of

the population lies with the 19 and 20 year olds.

8-Actually, many enlistrnert'Studies
restricted their analys

to the top three mental groups as
defined by the Armed Forces

C-;ualification Test
(AFQT); e.g., Altman (1969), Altman and

Feehter (1967), Cook (197o), Feehter (197o), Fisher (1969),

Gray (1970).

GO
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dent Variables

The Likelihood of Serving

tidies that explored the "who serves" question employed

cross-sectional or panel data. Fligstein utilized data from the

1973 "Occupational Changes in a Generation" (OCG) survey.
9 His

e consisted of 25,06t males who were (1) between the ages of

25 and 65 (in 1973), (2) not enrolled in school, and (3) eMbera of

the experienced civilian labor ro ce.
10

The dependent variable was

dichotomous, taking on the val4 "1" if an individual served and

"0" otherwise. Obviously, this sample represents men who served

in the armed forces during periods far removed from the Vietnam

era. In order to account for the different historical settings,

Fligstein divided his sample into four "birth cohorts" representing

the World War II, Korea, "Other" (1955-1965) and Vietnam periods.

In the analyses, dummy variables
11

were constructed to represent

three of the four time periods. The dependent variable was

regressed on the explanatory variables and.eachof the first-

order interactions of the "period" dummies with the other explanatory

variables, This method allowed him to show how "nonperiod" factors

affected the likelihood f service in each period.

9See Featherman ani Hauer (1(J7 detailed

description of the study,

"Fligntein (1T7(--)

11m
en ,) ears '07 were cuA "1" on the

et nan ftimmy.



The chief eakness of F

Vietnam era, stems 'from his original sample. The OCG data (1) do

is stud_ a it applies to the

not account for men who were completing their. duty as of I

(2) cover an age group which underrepresents a significant _on

of. the Vietnam era veterans; and (3) exclude youth' who died or were

permanently injured (throUgh the war or other causes). The non-

representation of the younger Vietnam era vetersip is the most

serious problem with this study. The youngest man in the sample

was 18 in 1966. The years following 1966 were characterized by

heavy fighting and high draft calls.
12

The omission of young men

-o were eligible to serve after 1966 seriously limits the

generalizability of hi- findings to the Vietnam era as a whole.

The NLt cohort of ale youth was uaed in the Kohen and Shields

study. Whereas this study limits the NLS sample to. 14 to 20 year

old nonveterans, -hen and Shields took advantage of the entire

ample (14 to 24 year olds in 1966) excluding only those men

who were discharged from the armed forces prior to 1964 (the

beginning of the Vietnam e

4' The dependent variable utilized by Kohen and Shields and in

the present study was dichotomous and distinguished between those

who served six months car more and those who did not,13 irrespective

12
yearr, of hi

: -ir

calls and military manpower
am! Shields 1977, p. 159).

13
A rPsponient must serve -'x months or more to receive a "1"

nmo the :nt var Dab



of whether they wereeha et and returned to the sample by the

appropriate survey date. The Kbhen and Shields study looked at the

likelihood of serving as

baformation.
14

of 1971 while this study utilins 1973

The Likelihood of` nlisting

Unlike the "who e question, most enlistment studies

utilize quarterly time serf to or aggregate' -'seetional regional

The dependent variable for most of these studies was a

ant of the enlistment

(eligible pOpulation)1.-6 ltm+n and Cook stratified their sample

by. mental ability group in order to determine the responses of

[(number of youth who enlisted)/

.44

14
In both studies it is possible to identify,military/civilian

status for respondents not interviewed in a given survey year, with
the minor exceptions of those who are not eligible for interview by
either (1) having been dropped from the sample for two consecutive
(nonmilitary) noninterviews.or (2) a previous refusal to, participate
in the NUJ. In these cases it is assumed that the respondent did
not enter the armed forces.

15
These studies were based on data from the pre- or early/

middle Vietnam experienced This period of relative peace may have
had an advantage from a policy perspective. In general, military
manpower recruitment takes place in ileac Lme,during which the
noipecuniary aspects of the military and civilian'life are seen as
more closely substitutable. Wfthout a relatively high perceived
risk of injury or death, a youttfflay be more likely to respondto..
pecuniary incer'

16 .

Most ol iistment studies _restricted analyses to the
physically eli youth in the top three ADOPT categories. This
was done because tnroughout the period of investigation the demand
for youth in mental group IV fluctuateri (Wool, 968).
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different "qualit- _pa

ment rate, and draft pressure change

differentials, the unemploy-

17
Several studies mplorsd

separate rates of enlistment into the varionk brsnehes of service,

18 This was a specialpoliey con-although most focused on the

cern because th- wai for the most part, the only branch of the

armed forces which relied directly upon the draft for Manpower.

The denominator of the enlistment ratio usuar consisted of

eligible males aged 17 to 20, which excluded a relevant segment of

the population--i.e., men 21 through 26 years of age. Older yOuth

were excluded because they represent a relatively small re of

the initial enlistments, and because they tend to be sensitive to

draft pressure.
19

However, this restriction disproportionately

excluded those whokenlist during or after college. This is a

significant oversight because Wool found that, as of 1,

mately half of all young men with college experience hat enlisted.-
20

Another problem of early studies
21

is that they excluded enrolled

youth from their population base. Doing so towered the denominator

17-Draft
pressure will be defined in a subsequent section.

1A, for example, Altman and Fechter (1967), Cook (1970),
Fechter (1970), and Gray (1970).

19
-Fechter (1970).

`-Wool (1968, P.

-111A1tmari anl Fec (126 Altman (1969 ) F her ( 1969

64
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and tiereby raised the value of .the dependent variable in high-

income regions where otherwise eligible young men are more likely

4
to be in school. This method increased the value of the dependent

variable, possibly' distorting the impact of the independent

vsTiables,on the-enlistment rate.

Unlike the StbAles whi utilized 04ggxegate data

and Bachman explored enlistment utilifzing sample survey data. The

Youth in Transition (YIT) study followed a sample of more than

2,000 young men from the tenth grade (fall 1966) to t e s of

1970. By 1970, 14.5 percent of the sample had attempted to

enlist.
22

The dichotomous dependent variable took on the value

of "1" if an indi idual enlisted or attempted to enlist in the

year following withdrawal or graduation from high school. Mencef

their analysis differed from the larger "ever t" question

because it excluded young men who enlisted or attempted to enlist

more than one year after leaving high school.

_ .2 .

Johnston and Bachman excluded from analysis individuals with

other military experience. In addition, the enlistment behavior of

college students was ignored; in.fact, college was defined as a

22
Jot ton and _Bachman (197' p. 21

`These include individuals who (1) were drafted, (2) joined
the National Guard or Reserves, (3) enured a military academy, or
(4) who were currently in the military but pntry method was unknown
(Johnston hnd Bachman 197 2 F. 177).



nonenlistment activity.

st

the majority ©f the '3Bluvaton

and Bachman sample graduated from high school said made decisions

about the armed forces' in 1969. Hence, the generalizability of

their findings over time is limited-

In the current study, the binary enlistment dependent variable

s constructed, where possible 7'ntilizing the respondents i.self=

reported method of entry. Whenthe se eport is unavailafie,

duration of service is used in these cases as on indicator of

enlistment status. If a young man s Irved more than 26 months, he

was oded as having enlibted. This method of determining enlist-
;

went status tends to understate the true proportion who enlisted,

bObause some enlistees were discharged prior to serving their full

2 5
&rine (e.g., for health oblems ) . Nevertheless the enlistment

measure in this analysis avoids the problems of the aggregate

studies and permits gre generalizability Over the Vielnam gra

than does the measure in the Johnston and Bachman study.

24_ _

Method of entry was asked in the 1966, 1969, and 1971

surveys Hence ntry method is' unknown or respondents who were

members of the -d forces in 1971.

2,Reason for noninterview is used :to-construct the "enlistmen

dependent variable for respondents who had not returned to the

sample in 1973. If reason for the interview was "armed forceS" in
hree consecutive surveys, the respondent was coded "1" on the

enlistment variable.

66
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The LikeliId of Being Dr

e for the rent measure, method of entry and

of service are used to construct the dependent variable

atinguishing the draftees from all others. If a respondent
-

rted that he was drafted or in the absenceof information on

method of entry, if he served between 18 and 21 months, he was

coded as having been drafted.
L

,61

The Independent Variables 4.

Labor Market Variables: Earnings

Most previous studies measured relative earnings differentials

as a ratio of military earnings to civilian earnings and have

adjusted mil. Ty earnings to reflect the value otincome iv kind,

such as housing and medical services. However, there have been

many variants used in operationalizing the earnings differential'

concept. Some studies used the present values of average yearly

earnings in the civilian and military sectors. Other studies did

not discount, on the grounds that it is crucial only if-the time

patterns of civilian and military income differ significant_
26

-chter employed in his model the absolute values_ of military and

civilian earnings. Finally, Johnston and Bachman utilized only

the civilian component or the typical wage of an unskilled worker

in the youth's local labor market4



The method. of measuring civilian earnings differs amo

studies. The most common source of divergence is the age base

ed to determine the aggregate civilian earn_ For e

Altman utilized income information for young men aged 16 t4 21,

Gray. used data for the men 21 to 27,-while Fisher used atilndex

that weighted the median income of yoling men. 1j+ to.19 two-thirds

-and the income of youth 20 to 21 octe-thiA. Differences emend

studies are not)of great concern per se. Indeed, insofar as

difleerent measures of the sac1 oncept yield similar results the

reliability of the generalizatiorkis increased. H

problem occurs when there is lack of-correttpondence between the

dependent variable and the civilian earnings measure i.e., when

there is a significant age difference between_ the group:whose

earnings are used and the group;

dependent variable. Neither the

Commission studies have perfect

measures. Gray, for instances u

forms the denominator of the

Early studies not the Gates

cotespondence between ihe'twO
P

earnings of white tales 21

to 27 years old. His enlistment measu4 on- the other hand,

based on the number of eligible youth between the ages of 18 and

21. Hence, he used the earnings information of an older group of

men to predict enlistment of a younger set. Males between the

ages of 21 and 27 have had a greater opportunity to develop human



capital and become established in their career paths. Moreover,

the earnings of veterans are included in calculating the civilian

earnings opportunities.

Another problem has plagued the earnings measure used by most

previous studies. Estimates of civilian pay have necessarily been

based on the earnings of both eligible youth (those who fall into

the top three mental groups and ineligible youth (those from the

two lowest mental groups. Inclusion )f, the ineligible youth tends

to bias downward the estimate of civilian earnings for the relevant

population.
27

The extent of bias is a function of the earnings

fifferentials between eligible and ineligible youth ani the ratio

of eli;bles to ineligibles in the giVv1 region or state. Karpinos

has shown that rates of rejection of draftees for mental ability

reasons vary considerably among states and regions. This affe-ts

the ratio of eligibles to ineligibles,lamong regions eq. Yore-

nvel, in states where reection rates are higher eligible youth

face relatively more draft pressure si_noe the eligible pool is

smaller. Thus the -iisproportionate draft pressure levels may

cause relative earnings measSre to vary .ectly with the jepeneht

variatie,

4:7T

hen 7 among many cthert --found that mental ability

a L71: 7 e c . 7 rsrcut, 'en1

10 th,' 1 entai

ttfl

t 11P.

tij

cateworiez.

69
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The enlistment model can be viewed an a variation of a simple

labor supply equation with labor force participation as the

dependent variable. Labor force participation is assumed to be a

function W(civilian) earnings and several other variables. However

enlistment, unlike the labor supply model, is postulated to be a

function of earnings differentials tetween two markets.

Labor force participation models which use micro data and

average hourly earnings are superior to studios which use aggregate

earnings measures, because the wage rate is less likely to be

affected by hours worked. In other words, average hourly earnings

ent of supply fa 'tors Enlistment models containing

aggre4ate earnings measure, are also affected by hours worked. Hence

this will err,c average hourly earnings at the current, or last

jot as the civilian earnings measure.

lian -a e however, cannot be observed fnr,some respondents.

_ many men gr tly from. school into the

alleviate

estlmatei This r'et'ie_ invo

ible7, a potential wage is

stem ting an ordinary least

the wade rate of employe i nonstudents as

4
--- -Tar 'teal hourly earnings are expected tJ

su

sr:ly four it fema

:iesne_r 1,1976 Leibowit



be related to an individual s education, training, work experience,

tenure, health, socioeconomic status, South/non-South residence,

size of local community, and the understanding orIchowledge of

iworld of work. (See Appendix A for a more detailed specification

of the potential wage equation.) Since we are interested in the

wage prior to military service, the wage estimate utilizes pre-

service traits.

The NLS survey instrument does not include an estimate of the

military pay a youtbcobld anticipate. Hence, he urnings measure'

in thisqltudy' ;411 incorporate only the

'rik;s, differentials.

vilian -omponent rather

Labor !larket Variables: Unemployment

he unemployment measure In many of the enlistment studies

consisted of the unemployment rate of young men within the age range

of lb to 20.3° Youth from the lowest mental groups were thus

included in the unemployment rate measure. There is evidence to

suggest that youth fro:T., A,FC,:r categories IV and V experience unemploy-

ment at higher rates than te eligible youths In 1.4.e tot, three

mntal L7roupEl. In aiilti_ri there are ;ooldote! reional/state

_
,ee ish exari.-. Altman Altman an ri '7,ecr,ter 1..1?mTh

Cook (1;7o), Fechter Fisher (l1,: Gray

.irasse fr)un: dng fon many other factors, male-
_ -

high school dropouts erperienoe-sIrnificantly hig unemploymmnt

both in ter of inciien7e ari 2ration. Furthermore, high sobrol

iropoutx ar rr runtl lusterel in the lower mental

*.40-cr
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erences

different ratios of eligibles to ineligibles amon,g

32
in the AFqr- mental ability distribut The

es combined

with the r loyment rate among ineligibles tend to bias

the estimated e

relationship.

In addit he tin

pl-ymient upward and to distort the t-

ent rate suffer" fr- problems

caused by tt._ aggreizat of me series des. Unfortun

agg often Its in a simultaneity problem.

an aggregate unemploy

e

rate reflects both demand and supply

forces. It is impos ible to isolate the effect of each of the two

market forces cr the enlistment rate. Both Fechter and Cook used

a highly age - spec io ployment rate ( -ed 16494 their

models. the Ittme.

age is very sensit

ante pLem,enne

de, the unemployment rate Po 'youth of this

-ed forces mia_powe

1 icy

policy. If the

ch increased the level of

military manpower such as raisin entry wages or augmenting draft

calls, a higher !el of enllstmen s would follow. This would

si bon young men frcrn the civilian sector, which in turn would

for mal- youth. orl the suprply side,

a high youth unermplcynent rate wo- d reduce expected civilian

income tnere-sy -zn-rea ng the relative at _et'-tenedls of military

_.-.? e an increa:in,7 --Jistrtent rates.

re e

ice given these
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potentially offsetting labor market forces, the lack of relation-

ship found in the Gates Commission studies between unemployment

rates and enlistment is not surprising. (Yri the other hand, an

individual's unemployment experience is less likely to refltet the

. , .

armed forces manpower policies.

Johnston and Bachman use a local area unemployment rate as

their unemployment mt-asure, hwever, the collinearity between wage

levels for the unskille'i (their earninEs measure) and the local

area unempl:-, :-ent ra4-e !rake it ;iffitat to distinguish the separate

effects of these varianles on enli:Ament.

This study will overcome some of the simultaneity problems of

agg egate unemployment rates by using the respondentrKAttual un-

empl ,T)yment ex-per i en c e r'r ne ,,Inemplovm,=nt Yoti:4' be ,

operatinallze as the -11,1ration (reasure ,--. in' week, of 16yOnt

exterc a iTtr_± in the year of draft eligibility. SIne

number weez in fore an hen72e the exposure to

potential une7n1:1:Tnent in the year before entering-, the

varies for jfferent Individuals

tary

because the (peric:: after

leaving :7flhc,o1 '2ftcrl marks a 1ouno man first 1 market

reTrr--7erlih: t!--=e ycnIth

as less

weeks of civilian labor market exterlonoc in the year cf -Craft

lb 1 11
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It should be noted that the Vietnam war and cc

lective Service draft policy may have server to distort e true

meaning of the unemployment variable. Since the iraft was a real

possibility for young men of this per :_iployers may have been

reluctant to hire youth whom they perceived as being liable for

the lraft. In addition, the reemployment rights legislation made

pective draftees a flpancial'riak. Hence, youtt who were dr-

ble may have had a lifficult time finding work and thus may

have experienced above average levels of unnployment.

The

Aducation

efel,,Ient makes accurate measurement of preservice

e'luc_tion levels cr;tical.. Johnston and Bachman explored the likeli-

34
hoo.-i of enlistment in the year after high school graduation.`

not a'itreAs the enlistment behavior of college

-h design automatically defined college

nce aid enlistment as mutlly exclusive events. This is

problem because many individuals enlis4 during their college

or uvon

In

(1 :t

(es,-)ecially participants in ROTC's) .

was selectel by e ,:tiontt level

:n

have ,.-4raL

)4

anand

ye

by age. Thus the authors were unable

the author look the

year they theoretically woul.
in high school at a normal Dace.



to expl6re the relationship between enli:Ament and education levels

belo*,,gTade 10. The NL2 data enabled Kr 71116-115 to investi-

gate the relationship between pre- ;)chool F ational attainment

and the likelihood of service. However rt tLe t e of the initial

survey more than half of the NLO sample 14 8. and

.ap;proximately 250 respondents were Vietnam era veterans. Thus,

as necessary Yoher and to rely, in some cases, on

retrospective information. In or.'.- insure that ional

attainnerit related to status prior to military service education

measure,..i as of the respondent's eigl teenth year.

ile age l8 may not Rive precise c_hara tericharacteristics at the

of enlistment or it

to serve without.marental

the el

n it 1 proxy. Both eligibility

registration ---)cour at

of o asurenent

presents, some pro -- - . ed at

a?ecuate proxy to assess the 1

men the likelihn- serv:

between the `=liege

imortant istinguis.h between the two because a youth who used

pfec-t.7

b is in-

stu- dent defei-

J., it does not differentiate

the ';'(:-:-.1.1ege 4,ra -te It

hardshir leferments2,

-e-

iab le for the

z7ubsrequently
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In this Ludy, the education variable takes the student defer-

ment into account. Education is measured as highest grade completed

in the survey year that the respo 'ent ends, continuous en olIment.35

This is theoretically the first year of draft eligibility. By using

an initial sample i-nveterans who are 14 to 20 years mod, it is

possible to en.: -e the education variable measures preservice

e-iu_:ational attainment. For the r pondents who receive

st-h (-hod formal e- ur5ation, preservice education is measured

ac of the year (orrespon!ing to their __ teenth birthday.

r PC;

There are a number of other variables which like education

P'- I__ mead :ement. Health condition, presence of

nen :ant 7, duration of nerr.rloyment , iraft pressure, potential

an reW recience are measured as of the year of draft

eligibility.

ealth

'7.:TerVIOU'7 studies ealt witt, the health measure by exclua-

ing iniividuals with health exemptions ft-om analysis. Konen and

ere a stuient respondent left the sample,* it was

aFsume-: tat he complpte the grade he attended in the last survey

year he was enrolled. This assumption in the variable construction

ten overstate the a,:'tual edu::!ational attainment of the sample.

assur7line 71(:: complete the grade he

was attending would result in a larger distortion. Myers found tha_

a -ri-ximate1y young men in the NT,F rompletej,_

-alerar college gra-le that they were attOn-i

'a-121e



Shields, on the other han:, explored a young, man's measured health

stLtus as of his 18th year. The health variable in this study, like

that of Kohen and Shiells, is base] upon the responlent's self-

reported health condition. It is a lichotomou,3 variable which takes

on a value of "1" if the respor !cot reported a health problem which

36
limited school or work. This measure is used an a proxy for

minimum health stanlaris :70t by the armel foros.3

%'.ental aility

Many sttyltes, those conrate by the :Jefense

rtment use the Arte For -Ps qualification T.e.t. (A,F=n) as

their measure of ability, P is the basic military mental

test. It was throuh the uin fforts of all the

. .

4tary 7-oer';1 -P7 an -7 a-an- 1-en to every rei:-istrant examine,eve

for military Are : the L.er,7entile

was not aske-i of respondent: in 1967 an--"!

- . Ir these years health cniition atermin e incorporating
information from rfuls7e-,:uent survey:. For.4_xamrle if respondent
wan iraft eligible in 17467, an-! he resorted a health limitation in
1)-0 whiA late: a vear Tr 7ore he a, -1" nr. this variahle.

,fariable -.me e rot have ,,,.1.-fpret re---IrY-'(5F7* _cc with the
a.,726. rcr-,,, 1.--.9alt .7,-.a.n .rsiv--;.:', r'learly. 4.-ere will _ indivivals
who have health probi; -s sufficient to meet t'ne arned forces

yr"- FT rn"" --,Ier:eive these problems limitinif:

=-I-71vi--o e.r.-,, -.7.-..e as:: start wIth ate4-es

reel-e- --r' -1'"

=



scores on the AFQT into five mental group categories which indi-

cated gradations of nability.38 Registrants c1

mental group I are eligible to serve. Mental group V (the lowest

group) represent about 10 percent of the population and are mentally

disqualified, from service
39

The previous enlistment stud _ used time series dat

usel the AFT r
to exclule individuals classified as mental

group IV from analysis. By excluding category IV individuals from

analysis the enlistment studies omitted a significant portion of

the populaticn. For' ex_ iple, in 1966 approximately 13 percent of

the new enlit ees were members of mental group rv.
4o

Johnston ari Bachman used the General Aptitude Test Battery

GeLT) in their stuy. The GATB-J was administered to the entire

YIT sample first interview, was found to c
w

highly with -P AF;;C.41

The mental ability measure used in the present study is

weaker than the -JATB-,7 used by Johnston and Bachman. The mental

late

areas the AFQT include: vocabulary,

elat"cns an mechanical (Karrinos, 1-

rrlenof?1=1-le'the_-, (March 1967,
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ability measure used here was constructed using data obtained from

a survey conducted in 1968 of the high schools attended by members

of the NLS sample. It represents ability as of about the tenth

-1' 42
grade.

Unfortunately, this variable has a high NA (not ascertainable)

rate. Moreover, the NAs are concentrated toward the lower end of

the IQ distribution. All youth who had not entered high school

by 1966 were co,le,7'. NA because there were no provisions in the survey

iesign to ,.:ollect the relevant information from primary schools.

Furthermore, the 1.1h school nonresponse rate was higher than

average among rural (black) Southern schools. In addition, even

when these schools respon-iei to the questionnaire, I.; scores often

were not rerorte-i .e, were not retrievable from school reeorris)

if the 2e s-son-ient was in 1-11F-7 twenties. A consecuence of this bias

is that a negative relationshi- between NA on I and the three

:!eben-ien- variables is expecte. Since the NA rate is not in-

.

significant , mental abilitv will be ropre---en_el in T'atew.oric6I

he variable was onstructe using seven macor ategori2
of tests; examples n l the otis ,;tuici( Scorin Test of Menta1
Ability, California Tess of ,,:entai Maturity-, Henman-Nelson Test

Mental Ability, UX an further -details see Kohen

;1;flc.

-Arrr

171,1-:- are 7;A oon'al Ii ;oesis'-
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with

IQ variable

ses of this ,s tocii. he

egories; above average.(

,percent avers 5L cent); below average lo er

percent); and NA.

Dependent Status

IA general, eligibility for a hardship deferment implied that

sr)

a young man was a father. Kohen and Shields used a variable which

measured the presence of children as of the respondent's eighteenth

birthday. Measuring the presence of children at age 18 omits the
4

case where a child was born while his father was deferred for other

reasons. This study will partially overcome thio,problem by account-

.

for the presence of chili ren a to expiration of a potential

ent defer-ent. The measure is dichotomous, taking a value

"1' if the respondent has

Ira ssure

Draft pressure variables are found in much of the enIitment

literature. The objective of these enlistment studies wad/to

estim impact of military pay on the numbers of "-rue"

iecessary to l3evelop ao_ prat methods,

of initial-duty true enlistees. Basi-
4

es used two methods to estimate the

voldnteers. once,

for' estimatin the

number

mentor

ry and survey. The locu-

;consisted of:the observed relationship between-,

7
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changes in the rate of inductions or the rate of call-ups for

44
preinduction examinations and' he enlistment rate." Fpchter

used the documentary method. defined draft pressure as the

number of inductions per thousand 17 to 24 year olds in the

population. In the survey method,,utitized by Gilman, first t

personnel were asked whether they would lime enlisted in, the

alipsence the draft. The choice of a 'true" volunt.eer rate is

'omewhat arbitrary because respon- vary by the respondent's

length of duty. ---

Unfortunately, the documentary and survey methods give

different true" volunteer estimates. The observation m hod

generally provides a lower estimate of the draft's impact. As a

consequence, yields
ig

tier of "true" volunteers among

the initial duty enlistees. However, the observation metho-

not reliable because changes in quarterly induction call-ups often

vary in response to changes in quarterly enlistments rather than

the reverse.
46

Hence, changes in conscription rates are not

likely to reflect changes in the enlistment rate rather than long

variation in the probability cif -J.

44_
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In their enlistment study Johnston and Bachman utiliz

refined draft pressure mea ure based upon (1) whether the

pendent had a "semi-permanent deferment"; (2) wheher he planngid

to enter a deferable activity (e.g., college) after high school;

and (3) age. Their measure is designed to assess the impact of

draft pressure on enlistment behavior in the year after high school.

Because the YIT sample is a grade cohort the year after high

school was the period between the spring of 1969 and 1970 for most

respondents. Hence, Johnston and Bachman dealt with enlistment at

a single point in time and did not assess the impact of changing

environmental coniitions such as increased draft calls or
A

intensifying war.

Kohen and Shields measured _ pressure by a dummy variable

which acco unted for periods of high draft calls ("1" if respondent

-:-, le in 1966-1968, "0" otherwise) In the present study,

the same logic is .used but the measure is refined to refer to

tite of draft eligibility rather than to the respondent's

e- nth birthday.

u

ence

the relevant literature, the operationalization

of geographic region of residence has been accomplished through

variable

n been 'ally

the South. Urbanicity, on the other

Daly - stud .es Johnston( and



Badman and Kohen and Shigliin have examined

OM and urbanicity. JohAton and Bachman categorized, the
0 4.

?Ilona ',to VW West North Central, Northeast, and &A O.

tty measure had five categories ranging from rural to c

bi- Kohen and Shields.combined region and urbanicity
. -

variable with five categories: Northeast, North

AbLiask_

In order to take account of poshlble differences in dra

al, West, South-urban and South- rural.

calls betweenbetween the central cities and the other regions in the-
. 4'

Northeast and North Central, regions the present study incorporates

a central city/noncen
10

1 city interaction term for the Northeast

and North Central regions into the model.
47

The remaining three

region u_i.banieity categories ate South al, South /urban and

West.

ioeconomic Status

Fligstein measured socioeconomic status (SES) by means of th

Duncan Socioeconomic Index of the respondent's father's occupatio

Father's education also enters Fligstein's model as a measure of

minimum mental rapacit However, education is a key component of

7_
A central cityfnoncentral city variable is used in lieu of

a central city, "suburb" (iii SMSA but not in central city) and
rural categorization because there are a limited number of black

4 respondents residing in the rural Northern regions.



the Welt. Thus both Ill'ather's edu-cati d -oceuPatiotal

status measured in part through father' duecation, entered

iigsin yodel.

_

The coilinearity between theillOariableg

increased the star rd errors
49

and in this way reduced the likeli-
.

of achieving statistical significance. In addition, his SES

meavre did not take into ace multidimensionality of.

soc,ioecoUdmic statuy. The indexes used by Johnston and Bachman0

and Kohmh and Shields are clearly superior.

This study will utilize the same measure d d Koben and

Shields. The index is based upon five.c _pone is (1) father's

education; (2) mother's education; (3) fathercs occupation;

(4) oldest older sibling's education; and (5) the availability of

reading material in the home at age l4. The variable is continuous.

SES-categories were constructed incorporat nforMation about

the distribution. The media SES category in es youth who
4 ik

48Duncan

49
-Theil (1971, P.153). -

.1_ l n ten and 1QekmaA index consists of six equally

weighted parts (1) ratheiAs occupational status (TAIncan score

) father's 'educ onell attainment; (3) mother's educational

attainment; r(4 t ber of rooms per person in the home; ---°

(5) cumber QT b in the,bome; and (6) a checklist of other

belongings the home (p. 108). _(..,

4

S4



within one standard deviation of the mean.

include the remaining individuals at the reap
51

the daStribeti

e of the orld'ofHWOla

knowledge of tWworlOrrwork measure is based-Upon an
I

Isnformation Test givih to the Youth in the initial_ _ _ _ _ _

at itself is shaven in Appendix D.
)

and low:categorie

ve tabs of

"The Occupational Information Test was
scored as follows: Each of the Occupational
identification questions was assigned two
points, shat scorespn this component
could range from 0 to 20. On the educational
6omponent, respondents were given four choices
or each occupation: ;,less than a1 high

l-aiploma,a high. schotO 4iplamaA some
ege', a college degree:i Fee. moat of
occupatiorti, responses werp^scored either

0, if incotrect (or if the pccupational"7'
identificatlon `itself was correct a 4- 2 1,,

liif correct. In. several. s, either of two.

responses was given fu;APPr dit, or One
response wat given full -credit and Ingther
half credit. For example ? in the Case o
stationary en ineer

?
2 potnts were awafde

illfor either e respopst 'high school diploma'
ror'less an a'high school diploma.'

(In,1960, 45 percent of stationary
engineers had less than igh school
education 24 peree re graduated
from high 1 anri. cent had pone

beyond.)"

S

ne mean of this measure is 10 and the standard levia
For further info- nation on the Ponntrtiction of the SFS index see

Kohen (1973).
A

52
! amf en (1973 A.3).

S



reliability of the Occupational Inforpation Testis quite

roes and Ko "reported that the reliability was calculated

theme Kuder4inhardson formals and .73 using_ the

eritem correlation reliabilfty measure.

The hmtothe e described in the preceding ch

AO
tested by means df Multiple Classif'icati'on Analys

0 4

version Cf

be.

MCA),
5

le regression analysis w1tb all the explanatory"

-al fora. The MqA4tectinique permits

the de nt variable for each

iables exprespe4
A-Im!)4

oneito dte the

catevr partici

elect oeali othW
W

etrie several ciftegortes o

eteq-As indicating

'adjusted" the

model. 'Differences in these

given varis may
n. I4/

hat variable upon

technique Mows one to calculate for e ch SES
4 7 .

what the proportion of the category who served would been ha4

the MCik

gory 0 cuth

the memberz 3f that rate

variahl entering the aria

4
been "will-age in terrristof all

7

ie

the will :-:atiztioal problems of :icho

variables In c TILIltiple regv,ssion annyoit .g., hete-

-ode will also be estimate,i using analys-

an

lue n
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j
Test statistics for the total MCA include he

correlation coefficient (R
2

is a

the variable. For example`I.Ae. im

0

-ratio. An F test

_io for catisori_
; t

t of IQ 'on, the probability of

serving shown t .the. The tt-;ratios

Oh categories-witah' ie = 11 permiiliest-

youth with above or.`beloit aviNge levy

lk ability ale s ess 1_ _

the armed forces than the

e sample used in tkisopresent

Reliable estimates using MQA require ad-

each'tategory of the lnderendehi- table. The fa-

n this study easily meets this criterion.

e-

is iel suited for MCA.

to sample cases within -

ple used
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CHAPIN( ECM

4MPIRICAI tESULTS

-duction

In the Chapter the hypotheses of Cha-- Two. will be tested

and the erica' results will be presented. The first -ectlon is

a broad overview 9t the findings. The second -section/deals with

ors veld to the lelihood thq aoung man enlisted in the

forces. The third and fount respectively examine

the characteristics associated with conscription and service. The

final section highlights some of the important findings discussed

in,the previous sections.

For t e letnam e 4 a w ale -28 percent of the whites and

27'percent

Tab 4). After

blacks participated in

excluding those &thed

white population and 16 percent of the blacks

ed forces (see

4-F (7 percent of The

tne proportion -thit

eqr the whites andserved increAsed 31ii.ttly and was 30

31 fdr the blacks: Menve,

current literature of the Vietnam e

ien compared Ic the keerly Cull 4d or 'Korean perio

perr

us

serve,

lifferenf.

)

hetweh

he

p cif the

ually

whites was
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Table 4

1
,Pereent who Served, Enlisted or ire- d,

byRace and Eligibility el

Sample
S -e

I.

The Percen
that Se e

The Percen
that Enlis ed

The Percentb

Drafted

Whites ----\

Total° 2,646
,

28 1/3

Eligible 2,467 30 . 19

Blacks
T al-

_

1411 2 16 9

Eli ibl 953 31 19 _0

-44 respond__ had to,have served 6 months' bore to be coded

or,the ependent variables.

b-These propo__ ns were coqstrUcted usink the respond_
reperted entry method e.g., conscription pr enlistm-

the abied6e of information on entry method, duratiol of sea

proportion that enlisted or was drafted does hot sum to the
proportion who'served because when entry method, was not aserta nabie

youth who served less than 18 months or 25-26 months were coded as

neither draftees nor enlistees on tile respective dependentmeasures.

c
s, . 0
This Universe consists of respondent? who we e (1) 14 to' t)

years_a'agefin 1966, end (2) not,weterarm'when they entered the sample.

iteapondants were omitte
hey were flan sIfied as 4-

/

s

an in

mahe

year

I

41.

/

this universe if in ahy-s4pley
or not eligible for service. '



In iddition to

propOrtions pres

by rice or pligibilL

participation and consc

includes the nonzel

ptelih6od of serving- the draft and

able 4 s r w a A4ffer a j ther

Us. llevertheles he pattUrns a

on merit discussion. 4i

than blacks beat have a

the ilion-eligible are

. ,

ate'
4 u
n or equal to. those

,0,& 4

Ve drafted at

C

tenter and enlist at higher rates

rate. On the:other hand, when

the black rates obi all.three

of whites

Although blacks

is inequalities between "eligib

s of the ea 0's dis

-ared.
1

Hence these gross findiligs suggest

measures/

eorates than whites, the

s and "eligible"
N,

ssed by the Marshall-Comm -sion

sociefl eque.

-
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Service (1967, p.
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Are very similar, there are many di _erences between

in. the factors that Ore associated with the likelih
4 #

'Anne see e-Table 5). T results will therefore be discuised

eparately:_b race and differences between the ropes will e die-

ussed at th onclusion of.this section.

1.

The Determinants orEnlis ment Amor* Wh

On the wholes the rindi gs ofd,

J the hypotheses presented

as health, dependeht _status and draft pressure are significant and

MCA mod1 for whites support

the previous chapter. Variables such

perfornillas anticipated.

As h _thes high school graduates and respondents with

average levels of mental ability wer significantly more likely to'

enlist. This was expected because high school graduates

viduals with ave

than tho

farces mil

levels -1 ability would be more likely

4.1
bility and educational attainment to meet mte

-ehtal ouirements; and would also be more

tkaly than _liege RrOduste c benefit

technical tKaining

rary to the hypothesizellaslicrftioO,

hose with q-1 year.,

the armedfforces

high school oiropouts

school -_-pleted were si ificantly Tess

/
the tofNI- universe. ,Appendix C B. contai_ the r ult then t 4.
ineligibles are excluded from Ake univer__ -ces to results

om Appenlrx B will orcasjonallYP.he incorporated within the text..

rtlition;' Appenlix C -intains the I result--- The to it

results oorrr-T4ponclo to the MCA ndirlA an also be
. .

referrei to ,c-FA.:-1-,nallY_ in the te-kt,,:,
.

9i
%!

Its#a
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school graduates and dro-

versus 23 percent of the

1

propensity of dr pouts '-to fail

acssnoe to stem from the'greate-

'?

mental'examination, for

res from the "eligible" mom reveal. the Same pattern between

'dropouts and graduates (see A--eudix B). Hence the loWer-than-
,

average enlistment rates of high school dropouts is urprising.
1

Wise htigh school graduates, high schoql dropouts would feel draft

pressure; furthermore, they would benefit from armed force,,
-

tram z programs. Perhaps the same factor that led dropouts

to he" rejected the educational system caut i,them to be reluctant

to enter the regimented life of the es.

The results for respondents who h

high chooir also unexpected. Coll

hypothes

average.

enlisted at rtes not signif_

Although thSunadju

ictu _ (11 percent

ton

propdi.tiong est i different

s enlist after

ling for other factors the gra - enlist rare rose

to with (.1 two percen

-etimilaf for re8p1pn<1eri

'

4

enlistment *nog_

,ints of the findings

In Perhaps

ed-by\ e selective)

I

-L
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- policy of inducting the oldest fir_ On the

manycollege graduates participated in ROTC and enlisted

ion to fUldill:that Obligation.

The potential wage variable exhibits the, hypothesized inverse

relatiOnship. Among respondents with a low potential wage, 2

per-eirkt enliste4 whereas only ip percent of t4e young Ten with a

high potential wage entered the armed forces a volunteer. Theis

ding supports the findings of the Gatef dosinission, and eats

ose of Johnston and Bachman. Problems with the duration of

:yment variable (high NA rate correlated with enlistment)

make it difficult to draw firm conclusions concerning the relation-
,

ship betweervanemployment experience and enlistment.

Contrary t hypothesis, enlistment, was d to he unrelated

to socioeconomic ttatUN. In addition, this was true in the Eames

of both the moss and net tio rips, However; enlistment

motivfttflon among respondents from different 9ES categoiies may

have derive from Afferent s For Vxarriple

from Itigher S'iS categories may have enlisted to avo

ndividugls

#e. draft.

the rrther hand res ndents in the lower SEE category perhaps

enlisted. to take advantage of benefits such as Tnstvservice

educa medical care or technical training.

It 4hcflal! be rote! that the Hraft pressure variable contr

evironnentaL (-)tv!itioni-; rather than iii4=1vidual lraft prenst
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1 fox' the regi6n and i
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iables

higkepough to make confident statements about the.impact

of regio6 and grbpicity.ta ken as a whole. However, men from the

South had emlistmen es significantly different from other men.

As- 'hypothesized Southerners enlisted at fates significantly

above average (2 'percent) while rural eouthernersenlisted at

below average rates (13 percent,. The military seems to have held'

its traditional appeal to'rebidents of the urban South. The low

incidence of enlistment among rural Soutiferners probably stems in

large part from the -cultural deferment.
4

The alternativ4e

ation that rural Southerners are more likely to fail the

armed force Mtital req u r entd4does apt seem to hold true, fdr

when the analys is cted to thOae eligibare for service the

same si 'ficant negative rel ionship is 06s 'eci..betwen

residence in the South'and the probability of eniistment. (See

Mable 12 Appendix B).
A

Consistent with hypothesis, when the ellsgible universe

is mined, itdivi duals with reported health limitations continue

to enlist
4

-4 4
__icantly lower than average rates. Perhaps men

with health 1.1A1 --s were less likely to enlist because they
4

ligstein its his analys.-in of who -- served found a hog ive

relationship btatween a farm origin `and the likelihwd of service
gsein, 19 7, p.- ),
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Assumed that their health limits. ti+ prct ed them frame the draft!
fr

' On the other hand, men with reported health problems are more

likely to be classified I-Y (temporary health deferftent) Perba

these men were able to extend repeatedly the protection of the

temporary 1-Y deferment making it a de facto perm ant

The Determinants of Znlishm-t Among Blacks

"A-different set of explanatory factors seem to explain enlii

0

meat among blacki. Surprisingly, blacks with dependents enlisted

at the same rate as blacks without, the responsibility of children.

-This suggests that black fathers may have perceived the benefits

of service to themselves and their'family (medico. care, secure

steady employment, etc.) as being high enough to offset the

advantages of using the deferment and remaining in th0

sector. It is, difficult _t pret the findings for the health

variable. The F-rat associated with the health measure is not

significant. On the other hand, each of the t-ratios correspond-

ing to the two categories within the variable is significant at the

.05 level. The logit results help resolve this ambiguity. The

health variable in the logit equation (see Appendix C, Table 15)

is significant (at the .05 level) and performs as hypothesized.

on the basis of all the evidence it seems safe to conclude that

blacks with reported,health limitations enliited at rates signifi-.

cantly below average.

9
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Med.' High school e7aduate enlist at
4

rated-thael, average. As heleoth ized;

below a.rer e for r dents with both

nithips.bettieen edivatidA
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pis

the,highest an_

yollegleen.with 0-8 ye

t 4
eligibilityeeeuireMents. Black allege graduates, he other

levels of educatt nal attainment. Many -

of educa 6bably failed to -met

hand, peril-us. preferred the civilian labor market where relative

ces of success were fair* high.' Interest-to Other blacks,. their c

ollege'and hid

whigh were nct,

the high school dropou

ool dropout .enlieted at similar rates

ntlY different From average (16 percent for

and 15 percent for the college dropouts

college dropouterobably enlisted at greater rates than-gradu tee

4
because unlike geaduatepethey did not have a diplomae-a key

credential in the ci4Plien labor market. In addition, they would

benefit from the Nt service educational benefits of the GI Bill.

An additional factor in the case of high school dropouts is the

possibility of their using the military experience as a substitu

for a high school diploma. Employers may view a successful term

f duty en the a- forces as evidence that th high school

cropou.t possesses eualiti a good employee such as prr raptness

dependabilityernd the ability to carry out instructions.

The regi_ are exbanicity variable was strongly associated

with enlistmen. In short, blacks from the h enlisted at above
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average rates while redponaent- who rsId44-in thelforthern 'and

Western regions enlisted at significantly below average ratea. The

.escape opport.unity h,ypo esis- discussed by Johnston and Bachman

'seems to be confirmed, In the South) which has traditionally been

viswedes more discriminatory, en11. ent3s were higher than in the

relatively less discriminatory North 'Aside from the escape and

opportunity hypotheses, anti-war enlistment among Northern blacks

rsayhave reduced -the rate of enlistment in these regions

'Like educe inn, mental ability was a Significant psedictor

among blacks. Oth high and average levels of mental ability were

_Meant and positively related to enlistments Most interesting

is the unusually high raterof enlistment among men with high

levels of measured mental ability. Forty percent of the high
4

ability group enlisted; this is 2.5 tines higher than the overall

surprising that high

ability blacks enlisted at this rate when only 6 percent of black

college graduates enlisted. Since a disproportionate number of

black enlistment rate of 16 percent.

high ability blacks probably completed college this suggests that

high ability blacks who did not haVe the commensurate formal

education perhaps saw the armed forces as an institution in which

their ability would be recognized and rewarded.

Eblistment was significantly and inversely related to socio-

economic statuLl. Blacks from the lower category were 7 percent

more likely to enlist than men from upper SEC backgrounds.
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statistics:11y' significant, the adjusted percent est that
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individuals With high potential wages were more likely to enlist than

those with a low value on-that variable. ?erhsps, the draft played

a larger role in the enlistment decisions of blacks with higt labor

market potential. Enlistment as an alternative to the draft was

superior from many perspectiVes e.g., training, choice of branch

of se_ ice GI Bill. Hence, the seeming non-responsiveness of

blacks to traditional economic incentives May have beed a very

rational econ -ic response in the face of the draft.

A rather stragntforw -d interpretation follow

together the following findi-

among college graduates; ) h

t_

for blacks: (1) low enlistments

h enlistments among Southerners;

g

and (3) high enlistments among the lower SES group. That is, among

those who did not see the labor market as rich in job opportunities

(Southerners and those of lower SES), the military was a logical

substitute for the civilian sector. Clearly, the draft may have

prompted this choice. However, enlistment _r1

in the South (and two and a half t- es higher vhen ineligibles are

excluded) than in the rest of the country indic_ e that there was

more than conscription motivating enlistment. The ilitary

tines higher

experience, concert with postservice benefits (GI Bill),

was viewed as a feasible avenue of economic ivanoement and

(temporary) avoidance of racial discrimination.

obably



tS of RmLiatisent; Sunisary of, the Pip ling

The contrast between the set of factors t explain White

and black bnlistment is striking. On the whole, White enlistment

ore 'responsive to institutional factors civilian ge

and draft essure. Flacks, on the other band, are nOt as responsive

to institutional factOrs or civilian wages; rather, blacks tend to

choose the armed forces, (at least ten porarily) as a substitute

for the civilian labor market. For example, amv whites the

dependent status variable performed as expected and was significant

at the .01 level. Black fathers in contrast, enlisted at rates

not significantly different from those of men without children.

Hence, it seems that whites took advantage of their deferred status

while mary,blacks enlisted in spite of their option to remain in

the civilian labor ket.

Draft pressure had a strong and significant influence on the

enlistment behavior of both racial groups. It seemed to have

greater influence on whites, since 28 percent of the whites

volunteered during periods high draft calls versus 19 percent

of the bl

High school gTaduates and respondents with average levels of

measured mental ability, regardless of ra

proportionate

enlisted at dis-

But despite this important similarity, there

are striking racial of ferences in enlistme evels by level of

education and ability. For example, among whites, College graduates

101



and inditiduals with high levels of measured mental ability enlisted

at rates not significantly different from average. Black college

'graduates, in contrast, enlisted at ratei significantly below average

awhile high ability blacks enlisted it disproportionately high,rates.

One of the purposes of draft policy change in the late 1

was to insure that the student deferment did not became a de. facto

exempt The "average" rate of enlistment among Mite college

-aduates suggests that to same degree this ,Object_ we,s met.

It seems that black colle

civilian sector as more attractive and o ted to take heir chances

with the draft.

Regional differentials in enlistment rates between whites and

aduates on the other hind viewed the

blacks are also noteworthy. Except for the rural South, where

only 13 percent of the white respondents enlisted, the enlistment

rates or respondents in all other regions were within four percent-

age points of the mean. Black enlistment. rates outside the South,

on the other hand, were all significantly below the mean.

There is also an interesting racial difference in the impact

of socioeconomic status on enlistment. 0E0 was significantly

related to black enlistment but not so for whites. Both blacks and

whites in the higher E categories followed an enlistment patt

similar to college graduates their race. Black college

graduates and those from the u er levels enlisted at low4r
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average rates. Upper class whites and college graduates on

the other hand, enlisted at iverage rates.

Another interesting racial difference is found in the Urpac

of potential wage an enlistment. Potential wage was not signifi-

canal related to black enlistment while it was a strong predictor

among whites. Perhaps-this unusual racial difference is attributed

to differendes in the evaluation of the probability of being

drafted. A perceived higher likelihood of being drafted among b cks

with high potential in the civilian labor market would have led a

larger proportion of these young mdh to enter voluntarily.

To reiterate, the results of Table 5 suggest that there'are

racial differences in the determinants of enlistment. Whites seem

to respond tc Selective Service variables, draft pressure and

potential wage. There are two somewhat divergent trends among

blacks. There seem to be extremes in enlist rent rates within

categories of the independent variables not common to Whites. For

example, enlistment among Southern blacks is twice as high as the

enlistment rate of any other region. This and other findings lead

to the interpretation that blacks who see the civilian labor

market as having limited opportunity (Squth, lover SES) are more

likely to enlist.

These relationships are consistent with findings of Moskos.
a

In a large survey of enlistee Nloskos reported that whites gave

103



a

a
draft pressure as the most often cited reason for enterer the

military. Bla6k volunteers, however, gave se lf-advan t as

most often cited reason for.enlisting.
5

The Likelihood of Being,Drafted: MCA Results'and Interpretat

Introduction

(Unlike the enlistment model, very few variables achieve

statistical significance in the model designed to explain the

hood of being drafted (see Table 6). Mental ability, region ai

urbanicity of residence, knowledge. of the world cif work and so(

economic st4tus are among the variables which do not achieve

significance fol4reither blacks or whites. Although there

fewer racial differences, the findings in this section 11 be

discussed separately by race,

The Deterrihants of Being Drafted Among Whites

Selective Service and draft pressure variables are the st]

est explanations of white conscription. An individual with peJ

work or school-limiting health problems and/or with children w/

ignificantlr less likely to be drafted.. Not surprisingly, ti4

5Moskos (1969, p. 148).

BAsAs in the discussion.of enlistment the findings based on

"qualified" universe will be discussed where relevant and are

in Appendix B Table 13.
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essure led to an increased likelihood

ttte adia.dation and mental ability atea

Mese', categories within these vari les red

statistical significance. Unlike the fin s for enlistment

percent of the college graduates-Were drafted, a rate Which was

gnificantly below average. This suggests that given the alter-

natiVe of enlisting or taking a chance with the draft white college,

graduates enlisted. It should be noted that many college graduates

entered througt.ROTC and made the decision to enlist when they

entered college. Consistent with hypothesi

gradate

was

'exception,

white high school

afted at highei than avetage rates. Conscription

-ibuted among regions of the United States with one

being Northeastern central cities. Furthermore,

there were no differences by social class.

There are only a rev factors which are found to be negatively

related to the likelihood of being d fted, namely; 1) health

limitations, (2)_clhildreni (3) nondraft eligibility during the peak

f the Vietnam War, (4) college graduation, and (5) Northeastern

central city residence. The first three variables health,

dependents and draft pressure) correspond to institutional and

environmental facto As was noted in Chapter Two the Selective

Service system saw elf as an "emergency" agency. One of its

organizational. objectives was to fill military manpower demands

with qualified "healthy" men. Hence, the strength of the health /di
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variable Ls expected and meets policy objeCtives. The impact of

thaUtemaifYAng
ti

variables, is consistent with. the "emergenCy" objective. In

06PUrad the draft prs'eure'.

addition the power of the fatherhood deferent suggests that the

presence of dependents 'effectively kept "healthy" men from being

drafted. On the other hand, tile negative relationship between

completing college and the likelihood of being drafted implies that

student deferment was -used by college graduates to avoid

conscription. It is not at all clear why men from Northeastern

ent al Cities were drafted at such low levels.

Under conditions of "equity", stcioeconomic status would be

unrelated to conscription. There is littleva lation in the

proportion drafted by SES level in either the adjusted or unadjusted

figures. This implies that to some degree the equity objective was

t 1 t among whites.

Surp 4 'when the ineligibles are excluded from ses,

whites with reported health limitations continue to be

significantly lower numbers. The ,possible solution to this

n

paradox is the 1-Y deferment. Perhaps respondents with reported

health limitations were able to extend their temporary deferments

until they became a de facto exemption.

The Determinants of Being Drafted Among Blacks

'Educational attainment, the hardship deferment and draft

pressq-e are the strongest predictors among blacks. Unlike
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enlistment, where black fathers volunteered at average (rates, the

hardship deferment was used to avoid the draft. Much of the burden

of the draft fell on high school graduates, who were drafted at

disproportionate levels. Further, a high school graduate was twice

as Likely as a high school dropout and over six times as likely as

respondents with 0-8 years of school to be drafted. Even when

the 4-F's P excluded black high school dropouts continued to be

drafted at disproportionately low levels i.e., l4 percent for

high school graduates versus 8 percent for high schoolkiropou s and

4 percent for those with 0-8 years of education. Blacks with some

college were drafted at rates not significantly different from

average.

isingly, health limitations do not affect the likelihood

of being drafted. This suggests a large discrepancy between a

black youth's pe

health standards.

:_A,ved health limitation and the armed forces

On hand, ne could speculate that

s do not bring these problems

the other

blacks with marginal health probl-

to the attention of the ann d forces physician (during the pre-

induction physical) under the assumption that their health

problem would not be sufficient to disqualify them from the armed

forces. Still another explanation could stem from discriminatory

practices during the pre-induction physical examination.

Contrary to hypothe_ social class background was not

related _iption. T134,1s.,. among blacks, this finding suggests

1 9
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that to some extent the social class equity objectives were met.

In addition, overall the "knowledge of the world of work" variable

was not a si-Afiftnt predictor. However, blacks with high scores

on this variable were drafted at rates significantly below average.

Hence, black youth who have a thorough understanding of the range

of civilian occupations potentially available, their rewards and

entrance requirements are drafted at lower than average rates. It

should be noted that this finding does not imply that these young

men did not serve, rather that they avoided the draft through either

enlistment or the many deferment avenues.

The Determinants of the -Ly of the Findings

On the whole there are few racial differences in the si- ifie

cance of the factors postulated to affect conscription. Both the

hardship deferment and draft pressure variables were significantly

related to the likelihood of being drafted for both racial groups.

In addition, there was similarity between blacks and whites in

the factors that did not predict scrip onmental ability,

socioeconomic status, and residence status.

Educational attainment and health are the only measures which

have differential impact by race through the F-ratios

associated with the contribution of each _able). Education

significantly (at the .01 level) related to the probability of

a black being drafted but not to the likelihood of a white being

drafted. Nevertheless, there are noteworthy differences in

the rate hf conscription within 0.1ucation
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froth white and black high school graduates were drafted at

disproportionately high rates. In contrast, conscription of
4

whites with 0 to 8 years of school was thr tines higher than

among similar blacks (6 percent of the whites versus c; percent

the blacks). On the other hand, draft rates of white and black

high school dropouts are within two percentage points of one

another. However, since blacks were drafted at higher rates than

whites, conscription rates among black high school dropouts remain

significantly below average black draft rates. Low draft rates

among blacks who had not completed high school probably steed

their disproportionate failure to meet the almed forces

minimum requirements. Examination of tree r ,cults where men

classified 4-F were excluded gave limited support to this argument.

However, even when the ineligibles were excluded black high school

dropouts and those who had failed to complete their primary

education continued to be drafted at disproportionately low levels.

Further, results from the "eligible" universe reveal that black

high school graduates served at disproportionately high levels,

while eligible white graduates served at rates not significantly

different than average. Hence, the evidence suggests that a

disproportionate burden of the draft fell 6n black high school

graduates. On the other hand, Pinang whites the burden of the

draft wan shared more evenly (with the exception of college

graduates ) between eur!ational levels.
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^proportionately

low levels, black college graduates, were drafted rt average rates.

It will be recalled that the reverse pattern prevails with the

case of enlistment, i.e., blacks enlisted at significantly lower

rates while whites enlisted at average rates. These findings may

imply that white college graduates enlisted to avoid the draft. A

white college graduate who enlis often does ith the knowledge

that tie will become an officer. =iowever, black college graduates

may not perceive life as an officer as either a realistic

desired alterna

The fin iirig relat rig to the health status variable are also

interesting. __ith is a powerful predictor among whites but is

not correlated with black conscription. This suggests that whites,

unlike blacks, were able to use the health deferment to

avoid service. t i2 difficult to characterize this phenomenon as

discrimination. Rather, blacks seemed : be at a "disadvantage"

in their ability to deal with the complicated, predominantly white

medical "system". whites on average are more likely to be treated

by family physicians. Their medical histories may have been more

complete. Perhaps more important, a white youth was more likely

to know of others who successfully used the health deferment to

During the V lam era only a tiny fraction of the officers

were black. doskos reported that in 1965 "the ratio of Negro to

white officers is roughly I to 26 in the Army, 1 to 6C in the Air

Force and 1 to 300 in the Navy an Marine Cor-os. Moskos (I

P. 142).

112
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avoid service. Whites were then able to use this knowlee in

obtaining their own health deferment.

Although region and urhanicity of residence failed to achieve

statistical significance for either racial group it is interesting

to note that black conscription ra s in the Northern central

cities were approximately twice those for sLmilar whites. The

case is most tramatic when ineligibles are excluded from the

analyses. In the Northeastern central cities 4 percent of the

whites were drafted as comparetd with 11 peeent of their black

counterparts. In the North Central regions 14 percent of the

black centr

similar whites.

ents were drafte s percent of the

The Likelihood of rvin MCA Results and Inter relations

Introduction

As was iscusse- earlier, approximately 2 percent of the

young men in the sample actually served d forces during

the Vietnam era see Table 7). The findings of the model designed

to identify the etemsinants of service during the Vietnam era

parallel the results discussed in the sections on enlistment and

the draft. However, the explanatory power as measurqii by the

-ustel suggests that the model goes a better ,job of accounting

113
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for variatiaon in the likelihood of serving; than for either the

draft enlistment question.-

The Determinants of Service Among Wh

The results suggest that draft policy and the Selective

Service deferment /exemption classification system played a key

role in predicting participation in the armed forces (see Table 7).

Low lraft pressure, health problems and/or the presence of children

significantly reduced the likelihood of serving. Draft pressure

was one of the most powerful preil cl==, whites who were deft

eligible between 1966 and served at twice the rate of whites

who were eligible during at' confliot years (44 percent who were

draft eligible rods_ of high draft calls entered versus 20

percent for those who were eligible luring low draft call periods).

Lthod of entry (draft or enlistment) is not directly ascer-

tainable for individuals who were discharged after 1971. when the

method of entry was not known a proxy for the draft and enlistment

measures was devised. Ar individual was coded "1" on the draft

dependent variable if he served between 18 and 24 months. Likewise,

an individual was coded "1" on the enlistment measure if he served

more than 25 months. However, the only criterion used for an

individual to be coded "1" on the likelihood of service measure was

a duration of service of six months or more. ,Hence, if information

on entry method was unknown and the duration O'f service was between

six and 17 months an individual was coded "1" on the service

measure but "0" on both the enlistment and :raft dependent measure.

In summary, the indivdduals who served but did not meet the

criterion to be classified as either enlistees or draftees _were

those who were discharged after 1971 and served less than 18

or exactly months. This does not affect the "who serves'

equation.

113
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Education and mental ability were also significantly related

service. As hypothesized, young men with average ability and

12 years of education served at disproportionately high 1_ els.

Individuals with less than a high school degree served at gnifi-

cant, disproportionately low rates. It will be recalled that

enlistment among white high school dropouts was significantly below

average, while the draft was at average rates.. The low propensity

to enlist dominated and led to the net negative association between

the likelihood of service and the failure to complete high school.

College dropouts also served at disproportionately low levels.

This is contrary to the hypothesized relationship that college

dropouts would serve at rates higher than average. Many young men

entered college to avoid the draft. Indeed, Johnston and Bachman

report that "20 percent of the college youth mentioned avoiding

the draft among their three most important reasons for entering

10 _

college ". If a young college student learned that he was eligible

for a different type of deferment such as conscientious objector,

health, or hardship, the rationale for airing in college would

11 _

have diminished. Hence a significant portion of the college
4

dropouts may have'left college with the knowledge that they had

10
-Johnston and Baci (1972, p. 111).

11
A very high lottery number which virtually guaranteed

draft exemption would have had a similar impact.
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secured a deferment and weuld not enter the armed forces. Unlike

college dropouts, college graduates and those with postgraduate

training entered at rates not significantly different from averag

Their lower likelihood of being drafted was offset by their greater

likelihood of enlistment.

The region and urbanicity variable was also significantly

related to service. However, military service was distributed

evenly throughout the country with the exce ion of the rural

South. The reason for the below average ra service among

rural Southerners probably lies in the combined inpact of the

agricultural deferment itnd the ability exemption.

Potential wage exhibited the hypothesized inverse re ion-

ship with the likelihood of service.

a low potential wage 39 percent enterec _h armed forces, while

_ndents with

only 16 percent of those with the potential for high civilian

earnings served. It is somewhat surprisi: that the potential

wage variable performe so well, since the draft would tend to

reduce the

service.

pct t of civilian earnings on the likelihood of

Contrary to popular belief and our hypothesis social class

was not a significant_ predictor of military service. This relation-

ship is observed in both the gross and adjusted percentge. Hence,

it seems reasonable to assert that in the last analysis, there was

an equitable distribution of the ex -ante burden of military

118



servdce among whites along t* dlmension of social class. This

finding is probably due to Military manpower policies of the late

4

1960's such as increased Manpower calls, Project 100,000, and the

end of the student deferment.

Finally, as was true in the enlistment and draft _odels,

even when the ineligible are excluded from analysis whites with

self-reported health limitations served at disproportionately low

levels. Hence, whites were generally able to use health problems

(even marginal ones) to avoid service.

The Deteiiinants of Service Among Blacks

As hypothesized, Selective Service, draft pressure, envi

mental,'" and economic variables are all significantly associated w*h

the likelihood of a black youth serving in the armed forces during

the Vietnam era. As was noted earlier, black individuals with

self-reported health problems were drafted at a erageirates. In

addition, fathers enlisted at rates not different from those of

men without the responsibility of dependents. However, both the

health and dependent variables performed as anticipated in the

likelihood of vice model.

As hypothesized, draft pressure was a strong predictor. A

black who was drafted eligible during the peak war years was almost

Itwice as likely to serve as an individual who was liable during

other conflict years.

119
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Education was a strong predictor. However, the armed forces

drew most heavily upon blacks in the middle educational categories

(9 to 11, 12, or 13 to 15 years of school completed), expecially'

high school graduates. To illustrate this point, high school

graduates. served at rates river twice those of both college graduates

and individuals who. had not completed their primary education

(36 percent for high school' graduates versus 15 percent for both

college graduates and individuals with 0-8 years of school

High school and college fir_ pout s served at rates not -ificantly

lifferent from average.

Mental ability was also si nificantly associated with the

likelihood of vice. However, IQ obtains roost of its explanatory

a
power fro the strong positive relationship between military service

and an average- level of mental ability.

Like the enlistment rr -1, the r vion and urbanicity variable.

was sinificantly related to the likelihood cif service. However,.

unlike the case

cantly iiffere

ami th server

efllistment, where every category was signifi-

err the mean, only residents of the urban South

ificantly different from the

average. Residents of the urban South enlisted at disproportionate

levels and drafted at average rates. The military's tra-
y.

titic :1 appeal in the South coupled with the higher levels of

in thiL; region probably accounted for thisracial !iscri r

finding. nn the other hand, it is difficult to understand why

dia lec,: than half the average rate for blacks.

20
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Surprisingly! 4n1 Ice the model designed to explore enlistment,

where the pate tial wage variable was t significant, the likeli-

hood Of service is significantly related to civilian wage. However

only the higi wage

mean.

categoey is ficantly different from the

Men with high potential wages, on the otiprr;_hand, epliated

at a rate not significantly different than the average. The key

to this puzzle probably lies with a relationship between civilian

earnings and the likelihood of a black being drafte Blacks with

likely to have

the ability and health to make it in the civilian sector. They

high- values on the potential wage measure were

were also most likely to be "qualified" to serve. Given the high

propensit a qUAlif'ed black to be drafted, it is possible

that many . acks with high potential wages perceived a dispro-

portionately high probability of being drafted and enlisted to

avoid the draft lience, the ati relationship between entering

the armed forces and civilian earn was evident only when look-

R at the overall -picture.

Socioeconomic status

related to the likelihood

of equity between the social cl

The De

All Afar , which wereignificantly related to the likeli-

only variable found to be un-

--, of Service:

for blacks. 'Hence,

sieved.

Summary of the Findings

of sery - for white Also ash roved significance for blacks.

/
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The few racial differenqs that- exi.t were ound Within categories

pecific independent variables.

The findings suggest that- the responsibility of service fell
,

heavily on high school graduates and those who were ave__ ge in

terms of measured mental ability. Indeed, black and white high

school actuates entez almost identical rates (34 percent of\

the wh ites versus 36 percent of the blacks). Furthermore, the

entrATICe rates of black and white high school graduates were closer

each other than to non-high school graduates of their own

In --1,1ition, the

also r-

Df children or a health problem

ace.

likelihool of service. When the ineligibles were

exclule'l from analyses a surprising racial difference is uncovered.

As hypothesized reporte l health problems had little Impact on

eligibletiaok service Eligible whites with health

oblems, on the

This

marcinal h

and, entesi a*_ significantly lower rates.

whites Noc,,ere.heor able than blacks to use

avenue to escape the draft. The

finding for blaHcs, est tither that: (1) there was a lack of

coin --pondenne bf-tween perceive'- health problems and the ed

forces requirements, or (2) blacks with marginal health problems

at a

convert health l'imitat

ompared to whiter, in their attempts

Lnto ieferment. This implies either_

dis(,rim prar'ticor on the part of the armed for or that

blacks were less awa

inc a health ipferromt.

)otential avenues available in secur-



cipated, thepeak years of military demand si oned

-young men into the armed forces at disproportionate rates. I;Ur

theVietnam Ora* Congress made mauny changes to the draft law. in
4 .

,er to insure uity within the system. owever, the deMand for

men brought about by the war itself may have been the single most

powerful factors in achieving this goal.

Rates of entrance bctWeen the races are fairly uniform through-

out the country, with the exception of the West. Only 13 percent

of the Western blacks entered compared to 30 percent of the whites.

For both racial groups, residents of the urban South entered'at

higher
1
rates than those of the rural South. The lower rate of

entrance among rural blacks probably stemmed from the ability

exemption. Fully 22 percent of the blacks from the rural South

were not eligible to serve. This compares to 10 percent of the

whites. Furthermore, when the ineligibles are excluded frc

analysis the rate of entrance among rural Southern blacks ju4ed

from 25 to 29 percent. The increase in white entrants rose only

one percent (from 22 to 23 percent). Whites probably were

likely to take advantage of the agricultural deferment. Hence,.

it seems there were different reasons for'similar participation

rates between Southern blacks and whites.

Potential *age was significant for both racial groups. How-

ever, only blacks with a high potential wage served at disproportion-

ately low levels. Whites, 6n the other hand, exhibited the

123
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hypothesized inverse relationship among all wage categories. Since

civilian wage was unrelated to enlistment among blacks it seems

likely that blacks who could expect relatively high wages in the

civilian sector may have enlisted to avoid the draft. On the other

hand, eimilar whites enlister at significantly below average rate.

Perhaps whites were better able t obtain a deferment or exemption

and thus to remain in the civil sector. It is possible that

among whites, a high potential wage was somehow a proxy for an

occupational deferment.

Socioeconomic' status was the only variable which did not

achieve statistical significance. This was true of both racial

groups. Neither the djusted nor adjusted percentages revealed

differences in the r e of service by individuals from different

social classes.' These findings imply th t a degree of social class

equality was achieved in the military recruitment process during

the Vietnam era.

Conclusion

The major findings of the preceding sections are summarized in

Tables 8 through 10. Draft pressure alone performed as hypothesized

and was a significant predictor regardless of method of entry,

eligibility status, or race. Clearly,' service in the armed forces

during the Vietnam era was a function of the unpredictable nature

of American foreign policy, and the fortunes of war. Other

Selective Service or institutional variables such as health

X24
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limitations or parthootwere consistently, negatively related to

all three dependent measures for whites only. On the other hand,

black fathers were as likely to enlist as non-fathers and blacks

with self-reported health limitations were drafted at average

rates.

The health variable revealed some puzzling finding_

ineligibles are excluded from analysis, whites with self-reported

health limitations entered, were drafted and sainted at rates

significantly below average. Blacks, alteinatively, enlisted, were

dratted and entered the armed forces at average rates. This

coupled with the finding that blacks with health limitations were

drafted at average rates, is one of the major racial differences

uncovered in this study. These findings suggest that whites were

better able than blacks to convert margirial health limitations into

deferments which became de facto exemptions. This implies either a

large discrepancy between a black youth's perceived health

limitation and the armed forces health standards or that blacks with

marginal health problems were at a disadvantage in obtaining

t porary health deferments compared to similar whites.

When looking at the eauity dimension it seems that the burden

of the war was placed most heavily on the "average" in terms of

educational attainment and mental ability. Socioeconomic status

failed to achieve statistical significance for whites. It is

related to enlistment for blacks; however, this finding leads to
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h

Table 0

Continued
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explanatory variable ern the 1lkelihoai of young men enlisting.
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bThe relationship is
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Table 9

COntihued
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signifies an hypothesized positive relationship between thin category
explanatory variable and the likelihood of a young man serving in the armed forage.

eigmdflemeakeisehoeised negative relationship between this mmtagery Of the
explanatory variable and the likelihood of a young man serving in the armed fores4.

(0) signifies no hypothesized relationship between this category of the emplane
variable and the likelihood of young man serving in the armed forces.

ore

signifies a significant._ d positive relationship between thil OltegOry of WI
explanatory variable and likelihood of 4 young man serving in the armed forces.

signifies a significant.observed negative relationship betieen this category of the
explanatory Variable and the likelihood of young men serving in the armed forces.

signifies no significant observed relationship hotween-thislcategOry of the
independent variable and dependent measure.

'The unemployment measure is not shown because thrhiccerrerien between the
on that variable and thedependent measure make the results questionable.

Tho relationship is not r.pOrte4 when less than 20 saMple cases.
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some blacks in the lower SRS levels enlisted

r

to.aVoid or escape at least temporarily) civilian labor market

suggest that overall., controlling forconditions. These findings

*

education and ability, a degree of social clasi equity was achieved.

'In addition, compared to enlistment and the likelihood of service

the seemed to have a randbm c_ inent. The adj- s _R-
_2

's are

much lower and fewer variables are significant. It does seem that

tO.some degree therisk!' of induction was random.

For whites potential wage was significantly and inversely

related to both enlistment and the likelihood of service. While

it is not surprising that civiliah wages are related to listmentr-

it is an especially noteworthy finding that even in the presence

of the draft whites respond to wages as an incentive (or dis-

incentive ) taN..zter the armed forces. Potential wage was not

related to enlistment among blacks. However, there was a negative

relationship between high civilian wages and the likelihood of

service. Hence, blacks with a high potential earnings enlisted

at average rates but entered at below average rates. This suggests

that these men enlisted to avoid the draft. Young men who have the

potential-to do well in the labor market are also the ones who

are most "qualified' to fulfill military needs. Given the high

propensity for a "qualified" black to be drafted, the men whose

potential in the civilian sector was high may have enlisted to

avoid the consequences of the raft.
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CHAPTER F

Y AND C C SidNS

This study is a comprehensive investigation of the mill:

4
recruitment process during the Vietnam era. Using data from a

national sample of young men we focused on three related questions:

first, who served; secondly, who was drafted; and filly, who

chose to enlist. This chapter discusses the

( e levant) assesses them from an elpity standpoint. In

addition, the methodological contributions, policy implications and

directions for future research are discussed:

Institutional Factors

For the most part, the dependents measure performed as

hypothesized. Fathers served at rates significantly below average.

The one exception was enlistment among blacks. Black fathers

volunteered at a rate not significantly different from that for

non-fathers. Hence, blacks did use their hardship deferment to

avoid the negative factors associated with the draft. \However,

the benefits of enlistment ( steady work, training) were

enough to make the aimed force substitute for the civilian

sector.



The health measure revealed interesting

Wbi __ with poor health .serve at belo average rates regardless or

entry method or eligibility status, Blacks vithr eported health:

-limItetiont on the other hand, were drifted at rates net
+M.

cantly different. than average. In addition, unlike whites, When

those ineligible fo service are excluded from analysis, blacks with

reported health lim

inga suggestth_

tions served at average rates, These find-

s

the actual implementation,of the health

deferment policy whites and blacks were treated different
1

The hardship deferment was not designed to bar fathers from

service. Rather its purpose was to free them from the liability

of the draft. Evaluation of the hardship deferment leads one to

the conclusion.that it was neutral with respectrto equity. The

health measure revealed quite ,a different picture. Blacks

'114

to hhve beet at a disadvantage compared to'whites in converting

their health limitations into de facto exemptions. This

difference may be attributed to discriminatory praortides during

the pre - induction physical; Alternatively, whites may have been

more successful at pursuing the many avenues which lead to a

deferr4nt. Whatever toe reason, however, the empirical results

1
It should be noted that.the health variable relies on the

respondent's subjective perceptions of his own health problems.

Hence, the validity of the conclusions reached here is subject

to the reliability of the respondent's subjective perceptions.
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srment existed.

an and Socioeconomic Status.

implementation of the health
N

_Cal'reSults of the present study _evealed7tha_

overall, those with no more than eight years of formal education

were least-likely to serve while high school graduates participated

and enlisted at the highest rates.
2

Black high school graduates

were drafted at disproportio tely high rates however, this was

not the tae -for white the many manpower recruitment

policies of the Vietnam era's-those which deferred the highly.

educated and exempted men with low ability--tended to place a

disproportionate burden of military service on high school

graduates. Furthermore, a relatively greater l'risk" of induction

fell upon black high school graduates.

Regardless of race or eligibility status, social class back-
.

ground failed to achieve significance n''the likelihood Of service

or.likelihood of being drafted models. This finding suggests that

the milit did not draw disproportionately from any one social

class when fulfilling its manpower de ands.

2Everi though high school graduates served in the greatest
n bers, ,their rates of service werevpproximateiV half that of older

war era high school graduates. Davis and Dolbeare (1968, p. 128)-
rt that 74 percent of all high school graduates between the ages

of 7 and 34 in 1966 had served. The results of able 7 in
Ch ter Four show that 34 pet'. ent of the whites and 36 percent of
th black high cchool gradtimteo agr1 21 to 29 in 1973 served.
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proved terbe the stronger

Individuals Wtio ieceme draft eligible between 1 and 1E

twice as likely to serve as those who became elisii3le through
'' ir

the other Vietnam era years. During the years of heaviest

the eligibili standards were lowered Old students ware.occas

reclassified froM,2-S to 1-A (in 1967 undergraduates were sometimes

draftld out of school; class rank was used as the draft criterion).

These were also the years when men were called .in the greatest

numbers. Hence, the man ower needs of an intensi say

have been the single most important factor in negating some of the

earlier inequitable draft policies.

Civilian Wages

The impact of age's on enlistment is of special policy concern.

Today the armed forces rely solely upon volunteers to meet their

human resource needs. The chief mechanisms used by the military

in competing with the - civilian sector for manpower are the com-

petitive wage and an extensive recruitment network which stresses

training and other advantages of the armed forces. Previous

research efforts that utilized aggregate data focused upon the

impact of civilian-military earnings differentials on enlistment

was the only variable which was significant regardless of
entry method, race or eligibility status.
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among whites. In almost every instance, earnings differentials

were found to be -ignificantly related to voluntary entry into

military service. Johnston and Bachman also explored the relation-

ship between earnings and enlistment among whites. Unlike earlier

studies they used panel lata and controlled for sociological and

psychological factors. However, the authors found no relationship

between civilian wages and enlistment. The finding in the present

study supports that of the Gate., Corrffsission, Civilian earnings

are indeed a significant factor in predicting enlistment among

whites. Furthermore, wares are also significant in explaining

the larger question of who serves.

The present study is the first to explore the relationship

betweeh civilian earning' and black enlistment. The empirical

results demonstrated that blacks responded differently from whites.

Potential wage was not si -ificantly related to enlistment among

blacks. in the who serves" -4uation potential wage

significant, althou. ^h it obtained most of its explanatory

power from the strong negative relationship between military service

and high value:, on that variable. Hence, blacks who had high

potential ,!ivilitin earnins onlirtei at average rates but entered

at below average r-

those with relativr

For exac
Fisher (

qft avoilance behavior by

wares. Certainly,

Altrran an Fechter (14)7.7
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blacks with a high potential for labor market success (as measured

by wages) would be most likely to meet the =--red forces minimum

standards. Given the very real threat of the draft for these men

it is possible that they enlisted at average rates to avoid the

draft. It should be noted that the hypothesized positive relation-

ship between low potential wages and the likelihood of serving or

enlisting were not confilmed. Perhaps blacks with low potential

wages may have been influenced by the war and perceived that

during the Vietnam era joining the armed forces was synonymous with

carrying a gun in Southeast Asia.

Methodological Contribution

In this study two different methods were used to test hypotheses;

multiple classification analysis (MCA) and logit. Statistical

problems with the use of dichotomous dependent variables in

regression analysis (MCA is a special rm of regression) necessi-

tated using, logit to confirm the MCA results. Logit and MCA

results are not iirectly comparable. A technique was developed

whir transformed the coefficients generated by MCA and logit

Appendix C). A comparison of the transformed results revealed

that the predicted liretion and :qagnitude of the logit and MCA

coefficier were, with exceptions, similar. More importantly,

differences bet

pretation of the -esult.

methods

13

not change the inter-
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polio Implications

The findings of this study have at least four major impli-

cations for those responsible for meeting nation's military

manpower needs. In the first place this study onfirms the

effectivenes,_, of wages as a useful incentive in attracting whites

into the armed forces. Moreover, wages proved to be a strong

predictor even in the presence of the draft. Hence, the all-

vol _t_ a v ce rests upon a fi foundation in its

attempts to recruit whites. Ily, the findings suggest that

the strategy use to recruit blacks should place special emphasis

on factors other than wage.. Several results reported above (the

positive association between enlistment and residence in the South

and low levels of socioeconomic status and the non significance of

potential Age) suggest that self-advancement" is one of the

major motives of black enlistment. Hence, the recruitment policies

for blacks

development

forces.

Although we cur rently are and will continue

__ul i erapna' __ the multitude of training and career

ti that are available through the armed

be at peace

the -oo'-'sibilit7 of another limited war such as Vietnam exists. The

results of this research effort are useful in such a context. The

combine tne

blez

1

_ten ial

Lmplication of thi:J study. In

vol, --lntt ry system eouple(I

9
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with- minimum health and ability standards would be an equitable and

effective method of meeting the manpower needs of the armed forces.

Furthermore, it would be superior to selective service as a

procurement policy. A mixed volunteer - lottery syst would have

the advantage of spreading the "risk" of the draft evenly. In

addition, enlistments would be motivated both through wages and

draft pressure. Fourth, the findings of this study suggest that

in the event of another draft, rcial care should be taken to

insure equity in the implementation of minimum health standards.

Directions for Future

Future research efforts could go in at least three directions.

First, there are several types of data used in the present study

which could be improve,

wage

report_

better assesse

the health, ability, un ployment and

The health meas.0 -- s based on the respondents'

ive health condition. The impact of health could be

using the respondents' objective health condition.

Doing this would eliminate the possiblity that racial differences

merely reflected rac-ial differences in subjective judgments con-

cerning the Definition of a work or school-limiting health problem.

The NA category of the unemployment and ability measures in the

present study are highly correlated with the probability of entering

the a foroes. t near inel ability Measure given to all res-

pond .11-peri[--- In a-iiition a more refined measure of
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the duration of unemployment would be an improvement. Finally, a

measure of civilian-military wage differentials would have the

advantage of more accurately reflecting the concepts developed on

the economic occupational choice models.

The pre94111, study is rather limited in scope, applying only to

the Vietnam era. Hen c second direction for future research

addresses much broader dimensions of military manpower needs. A

comparable study exploring the d rminants of enlistment under the

all - volunteer system would be useful. Such a study would enable

comparison of the two methods of military manpower procurement. It

would be interesting,, cU he tomes of individuals who entered

or volunteered during the Vietnam era with the enlistees of the

all-volunteer military of today. In addition, an understanding of

the differences an- similarities in the factors that are significant

in explaining enlist woul beneficial in assessing how well

the different nethods of manpower prc nt meet policy objectives.

Third, further theorettheoretical work is needed which places enlist-

ment in more general theory of occupational choice or career

development. Formal theories cS occupational choice such as

Holland's,

,ing that t

individual ester

or

'For

is in

-lore occupational choice, implicitly

civilian sector. When an

4i

he ,Imultaneously choosing

1--1,,r I r 1pow ( 973.
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a different environment and an occupation within that environment;

4

(e.g., electronic repairran, radio operator, pilot). Hence, a

theory which combines the joint selection of sector (military or

civilian) and occupation would be useful.
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APPENDIX A

THE POTENTIAL WAGE EQUATION



Table Li the Potent

(t-value)

e Equation, by

149

Explanatory
variables

Dependent able: WAGE619

WHITES BLACKS

a
EDUCATION r 13.47 (9.o2)* ** 5.42 (2.11)**
TRAIN P/Ma 26.10 3.30)*** 23.66 (1.55)*
TRAIN S/Ca 31.1 (3.05)410* 2.28 (0.14)
EXFERIENCEa 21. (3.59) 10.12 (1.26)
TE 0.33 (1.29)* -0.06 (-0.15)
KOWW 1.17 (3.11)*** 2.15 (3.62)***
HEALTHa -4/.69 (-0.65) -16.16 (-1.18)
SES .1 (-0.71) 0.22 (0.88)
SMSAa 19 1 (3.62)*** 14,18 (1.44) *
SOUTHa -25.16 (-4.44)*** -46.03 (-5.19)***
CONST. -5.28 (0.23) 71.16 (2.16)**
ft2 0.16 0.18
F-ratio 25.37 11.99
Number of

respondents 1,283 500
Dependent Vb1

(Mean, std. _ :1232.11 95.69 206.43 92.95

Universe: Males 21 tc years of age in 1973, who were not enrolled
and employed in the year of draft eligibility.

is variable measured in the year of draft eligibility.

b
Wage or hourly rate or pay was deflated to constant 1967 dollars.

c
-Definition of tne variables: TRAINP/M-Training professional or
managerial = 1; TRATN/C-TTaining skilled manual or clerical = 1;
EXPERIENCE-number of year; since leaving school; TENURE -- measured
in months; KOWW--a test of occupational information; HEALTH--
head/Oh problem limits school or work = 1; SES--an index of socio-
economic status ,-)f parental family; SW:A-respondent lived in an

= l; :*41--responlent lived in the South = 1.

Enlficant at the ..LC)

Zdgnificant at ,t2v(2..

4[11 CI can
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The purpose of this appendix is to indicate the similarity

between the MCA coefficients and those obtained through logit

analysis. All in all the logit and MCA techniques yielded similar

results. Differences in the magnitude of the predicted results

between the two methods were rare. Appr xiMately 96 percent of

the 308 possible comparisons were within five percentage point

one another, In addition, there was only one instance when the

predicted direction differed.
1

Perhaps most importantly, the

differences did not change the interpretation of the results, For

example, the logit coefficients suggested that the impact of the

hardship and health deferments among whites were stronger than the

MCA adjusted percentages would suggest.

In order to makthese comparisons it was necessary to trans-.

fo_ coefficients obtained through the two different techniques.

The method of transforming the coefficients i. discussed in the

remainder of the appendix.

1_
This excludes cases where the pre3icterdlirectiori was within

two percentage points of zero,.
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The logistic model is of the following form:

-Pt

where:

B = vector of parameter coefficients

P = probability for the individual

X
t
= vector of independent variables for the individual

From (1) one can derive

[
X 'B -1'

Pt = -t-]

Differentiating p with respect to Xi,

where:

Opt
Bj[l*

TY-
jt

j Pt

the jth element of B

iXt e' the jth element of Xt

Both B, and p are unknown parameters and ni1st be estimated.

The 's are estimates using coefficients from the logit analysis.
3

The method of estimating p is more complex.

The MCA technique permits one to calculate the mean value of

the dependent fable for all categories of predictor variables.

Each c oefficient measures the "net" effect of that category

(variable) upon the dependent variable, act

effect; of all other rredi variables.

controlling for the

example, when the
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4
dependent variable is dicat inu.s, the MCA technique one to

calculate for each independent variable category: the proportion of

that category which would have takes the value "1" on the dependent

measure had the members of that category been "average" it terms of

all other variables entering into the analysIs.

Hence, it was necessary tch_evaluate the predicted prdportione

from the logit analysis in a way which would hold "average" all

other categories. To do this p* was

the mean of each independent variable.

X b-1
p* [1 e ]

mated by evaluating it at

(4)

where b is the vector -of estimated logit coefficients and X is a

vector consisting of the sample means of all independent variables.

The logit analysis ithor in this 'appendix are calculated

substituting the estimates for the parameters of (3b) and

evaluating b,p*(1-P*) where p* is found by evaluating (44h.

The logit program requires that one of the categoric

omitted when the predictor variable is described by a series of

dichotomous variables. In contrast, the MCA procedure does not

require that of the categories for each predictor variable be

omitted. Hence, it was necessary to transform the MCA adjusted

proportions into deviations from the omitted category in order to

make them consistent with the logit results. This was done using



the following formula:

C
ij

- C
omitted

= C

where:

Cif = the,ad:usted percentage of category of predic
variable i

Ci
ed = the adjusted percentage of the category of

predictor variable which corresponds to the,
omitted logit

C * = the transformed MCA coefficient which corresponds to
C_
-ij"
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The Center for Hum n Resource Research

The Center for Human Resource Research is a policy- oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of T he Ohio State University.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and
utilization. The personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from the disciplines of economics, educatior'i, health sciences, industrial
relations, management science, psychology, public administration, social work
and sociology. This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistarg/s, computer program-
mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-erninence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Fehavfor have been the responlitAlity of the Center since 1965 under
continuing support from the Ilrirted-States flepartinent of Labor. Staff have been
ailed upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the worlel vAth

ciajor studies cende ted ni Bolivia, Ecuador and .eriezuela, and recently the
National Science Foundation :--equesteci a rev iev. of the state of the art in human
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the opera titan ot..iyvernment employment and training programs
and the projection of health ecli_idrlion and facility needs.

The Center for Hurnan Resource Research has received over one million
dollars annually from government agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have been the U.S. bepartments of
Labor, State. and Health, Ldiicat ion and tellare; Onto's Health and Education
nepartments and Finreae of Err plovinent Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; tele Ohio AFL-CIO; and the George wind Foundation. The
breadth. of research iriteres ts be seen by examining a few of the present
pro ler-tee

The largest of the current protects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor ForceeBehavior. This project involves repeated interviews aver a fifteen
year period with four groups of the Ilnited States population: older men, middle='
aged women, and young (-nen and women, 'Me data are collected for 20,000
individuals .bv the L,S. bureau of the Census, 'and the Center is responsible for
data analysis. To date dozens of research monographs and smcial reports have
been prepared by the staff. Responsibilities also include th prewration and
distribution of data tapes t or public use. Beginning in 1979, an aciallitbnal cohort
of 12,000 young men air wolinee bet k een the ages' of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the f.311(y..1/41, five years, Again the Center will provide
analysis and putele7 use tapes for tens ronoe't.

The Q`ual tv of Workieg fete Project is another ongoing study operated 1 r?
c;on junc non \.1,1 t , ;ties 1 ..73p-inglield and a oliAieibus. in an d t t e in p t to
improve: Doti% the preene ti,. ai 1 the meaningfulness of work for pubIL
em-loyeess in, these rinuneetipalit Centerenter serve as third par ty
ad .sors, well s resiaan her s, tai explore new -hruques for fat idirling
en,ariagerne - work !-ati ,7c .
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